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ABSTRACT
Lin, Lebin, Ph.D., Engineering Ph.D. Program, Wright State University, 2016. Data
Mining and Mathematical Models for Direct Market Campaign Optimization for Fred
Meyer Jewelers.
Jewelry retail companies like Fred Meyer Jewelers employ direct marketing such
as mailing lists and catalogs as a primary means to promote products, maintain customer
relationships, and drive sale growths. Most jewelry customers, however, do not purchase
frequently – they make only a limited number of purchases at special times with long
lead-times between purchases. This has created a series of challenging problems for the
marketing team at these jewelry stores in a) predicting when and what the customer
purchases, and b) deciding what customers to be targeted so as to maximize the return on
investment in the design of market campaigns. This research aims to provide data
analytics and mathematical models to the above market campaign optimization problem.

The methodology is particularly designed to uncover the special times or events
such as birthdays and anniversaries, which are unique to each customer, yet not available
to the jewelry retailers. In a nut shell, the methodology is composed of several steps as
follows.

First, to mine these hidden intrinsic attributes, a time-based sequential pattern
model is developed to discover customer shopping patterns (rules) and the lead-times
between left-hand and right-hand purchases in these patterns. Second, innovative
analytics have been developed to calculate each customer’s probability of purchase in
various categories and expected market value or profit in future campaigns based on their
purchase history and time-sequential pattern applicable to them. Third, based on the
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aggregation from these expected purchases, the methodology provides a quantitative
customer market value that captures recency, frequency, and monetary measurements.
Finally, an integer program model is developed that takes each customer’s expected
market value in future campaigns as the input and optimizes the allocation of mailers to
customers over multiple campaigns over the course of the year to maximize revenue.

A decision support system based on the proposed methodology has been used for
direct-mail marketing campaigns in Fred Meyer Jewelers since February, 2014. It has
provided an effective and rationalized system and has significantly lifted customer
redemption rate and increased jewelry revenues. A comparison of the same campaigns
between 2013 and 2015 has shown an increase in revenue from $33M to $44M, or 33%.
This increase has been achieved while the number of direct mailers has dropped from 5.6
million in 2013 to 2.8 million in 2015. The annual redemption rate has nearly tripled
from 1.95% to 5.40%.

The methodology has been a significant contributor to the

increase in baseline performance of Fred Meyer Jewelers and could be applicable to other
industries, such as consumer electronics, where long lead-times are present.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE MARKET CAMPAIGN PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction to Fred Meyer Jewelers

Fred Meyer Jewelers (FMJ) was established in 1973 with a mission to provide fine
jewelry and a focus on convenience, quality, value and excellent customer service. From
1995 to 1998, Fred Meyer Jewelers acquired several jewelers, including Merksamer
Jewelers, Littman Jewelers and Fox's Jewelers, and eventually all of those acquisitions
except Littman Jewelers took the name Fred Meyer Jewelers. In 1999, Fred Meyer
Jewelers and its parent company Fred Meyer, Inc. merged with the Kroger Corp. of
Cincinnati OH, one of the nation's largest grocery retailers. Currently, Fred Meyer
Jewelers is the third largest jewelry chain (in terms of the number of stores) in the United
States and operates more than 300 fine jewelry stores in 30 states nationwide in shopping
malls, Fred Meyer department stores, Dillons Marketplace stores, Fry’s Marketplace
stores, King Soopers Marketplace stores, and Kroger Marketplace stores. Of the 300
stores, 194 of them are located in various marketplace stores, and 132 of them in various
shopping malls.
The jewelry business is an important part of Kroger’s “customer first” strategy to
create a one-stop shopping experience for Kroger customers.

In spite of dramatic

expansion in the number of stores throughout the country, Fred Meyer Jewelers faces
several challenges to be addressed to improve its revenue and profitability; one of which
is how to effectively use direct marketing campaigns to promote products, maintain
customer relationships, and drive sale growths.
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Direct marketing allows businesses and nonprofit organizations to directly
communicate with customers through a variety of media such as cell phone text
messaging, email, fliers, catalog distribution, promotional letters, and targeted magazine
advertisements, and is one of the most effective and measurable marketing methods to
target customers in the jewelry industry. Fred Meyer Jewelry is no exception and sends
coupons, mailers, and product catalogs to millions of customers in various marketing
campaigns around major holidays such as Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, and other time periods of the year. In the execution of these market campaigns,
the marketing team faces a series of challenging problems a) predicting when and what
the customer will purchase, and b) deciding what customers to be targeted so as to
maximize the return on investment in the design of market campaigns.
The solution to the above problems requires the discovery of customer
characteristics and their purchase patterns, and falls under the general term of customer
relationship management, the goal of which is to provide management with information
on customers' personal characteristics, purchase history, and buying preferences. Various
data mining techniques such as association rule mining, classification, clustering,
regression, and sequential discovery have been applied to customer relationship
management analysis and hold the key to more tailored marketing campaigns, improved
customer response, and market performance; for a recent survey, please see (Ngai et al.
2009). Though there have been many studies on the discovery of purchase patterns, each
industry has its own characteristics, as shown in the section below, and each requires
tailored models to capture the specific customer behaviors.
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1.2 The Jewelry Customers and Their Purchase Patterns

As part of a one-stop shopping strategy, most Fred Meyer Jewelry stores are hosted in
Kroger grocery stores. Customers have distinct shopping patterns in the jewelry section:
first, they make only a limited number of purchases, where lead-time between purchases
could be as long as six months to one or two years; second, these purchases are typically
made at special times of their life such as birthdays or anniversaries; these special dates,
however, are not always readily available to the jewelry stores.

Limited Number of Purchases: Table 1 presents the summary on the number of jewelry
purchases from the 327 Fred Meyer Jewelers stores, including 125 departmental jewelry
stores, 155 mall stores and 47 Kroger Marketplace stores, over a period of six years and
four months, from February 2010 to June 2016. In the table, “# of Purchases” represents
the number of distinct purchases by a customer and “# of Customers” represents the
number of customers that made these purchases.
Table 1: Statistics on Visit Frequency and Number of Customers
# of Purchases

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

# of Customers

2,343,593

394,531

128,095

54,340

27,283

14,876

8,894

# of Purchases

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

# of Customers

5,465

3,587

2,436

1,754

1,273

944

663

# of Purchases

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

# of Customers

553

422

329

274

228

191

186
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In these six years and five months, there have been a total of 2,991,248 customers.
2,343,593 (78.35%) customers made only one purchase, 394,531 (13.19%) customers
made two purchases, 128,095 (4.28%) customers made three purchases, and only 125,029
(4.18%) customers made more than three purchases. Combining three and more than
three purchases together, customers are classified as high frequency (3+ purchases,
8.46%), medium frequency (2 purchases), and low frequency (1 purchase), and their
corresponding revenue and profit are presented in Table 2. As can be seen, the low-,
medium-, and high frequency customers contribute roughly 697M, 269M, and 400M of
revenue and 343M, 129M, and 187M of profit, respectively. Customers with more than 1
purchase contribute roughly 50% of the revenue and profit and deserve much attention.
Table 2: Revenue and Profit by Number of Purchase of Jewelers Customers
# of Purchases

High (3+)

Medium (2)

Low (1)

# of Customers

253,124

394,531

2,343,593

Revenue

$400,353,881

$269,487,924

$697,051,429

Profit

$187,449,135

$129,938,842

$343,098,195

Long Lead Times: Figure 1 presents the lead-time distribution between consecutive
purchases from customers who made more than one purchase. Here, the horizontal axis
represents the lead time between purchases and the vertical axis the number of customers.
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Figure 1: Lead Time Distribution between Purchases

The average lead-time between purchases is 306 days, or 10 months, and the
median is 176 days, or 6 months. The distribution suggests a general reduction in
probability of purchase as time goes by, yet a surge in probability can be observed around
anniversaries, as seen in the spikes around 360 days, 720 days, and 1,080 days after the
purchase.

Special Times That Are Not Readily Available: Jewelry purchases are mostly made at
holidays such as Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, Christmas, or personal events such as
weddings, anniversaries, birthdays, and other ceremonies, yet these personal data fields
are not always readily available.
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Figures 2 and 3 show the number of transactions and the revenue in each month in
2015. As can be seen from these figures, November and December contribute the highest
market share due to the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays; February contributes the
second highest market share due to Valentine’s Day; and May contributes the third
highest market share due to Mother’s Day. Nevertheless, the remaining months
contribute equal market shares, which seem to suggest equal purchases due to
anniversaries spread out equally across the year.

Figure 2: Number of Transactions by Month in 2015

6

Figure 3: Revenue by Month in 2015
1.3 The Direct Market Campaign Optimization Problem

It bears mention that, in general, there are two marketing approaches for promotion and
advertisement: mass marketing and direct marketing (Ling et al., 1998). Mass marketing
refers to the approach which employs mass media to broadcast messages to the public in
a non-discriminative way, including but not limited to network, radio, television,
newspaper, and magazine. Direct marketing focuses on the characteristics of individual
customers and communicates directly to customers through various media such as email,
websites, fliers, catalog distribution, promotional letters, and targeted television and
newspaper advertisements.
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Despite a general practice of both general marketing and direct marketing, direct
market marketing is the primary means through which jewelry stores promote their
products and reach customers (Bult et al. 1995, Berry 2006, Buckinx et al. 2004). As an
example, FMJ actively employs direct marketing campaigns in various national holidays
such as Thanksgiving-Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, and special 4-day sales
in March, April, June, July, and September. In conducting these marketing campaigns,
one of the key problems facing the marketing management is to find the “best” time for
the campaigns over each year, and determine the customers to target during each of these
campaigns to maximize the return on investment; specifically, the following questions
need to be answered.

1.

How to predict a customer jewelry purchase in specific category(s) in each campaign
based on his/her jewelry purchase history and the expected revenue?

2.

How to allocate marketing budget among these holiday campaigns and personal
events optimally throughout the years so as to maximize the return on investment?

The characteristics of jewelry customers, i.e., limited purchases, long lead times inbetween purchases and the absence of relevant customer attributes, make these
predictions extremely hard, and require innovative customer targeting and budget
planning models. The solution approaches have to be tailored to the jewelry section, are
conceptually intuitive for managers to understand, accurately capture the jewelry
purchase patterns (when and what to purchase), and are computational efficient. The
solution to this direct marketing campaign optimization problem is of critical importance
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for a jewelry retailer and has created a challenging problem for the marketing team at
Fred Meyer Jewelry.
1.4 The Approach and Result

This research proposes a novel methodology that elegantly combines data mining and
optimization together to provide an innovative model and approach for marketing
campaign optimization. In the development of the methodology, several considerations
have to be taken. First, the model has to be able to consider the (long) lead time between
purchases in the data mining models. Second, the model has to able to provide quantified
measurements, which serves as input to the optimization models to maximize the budget
allocation. Finally, the solution has to produce positive results with significant
performance lifts and revenue increases.
1.4.1 The Methodology and Approach

The method begins with data mining techniques and introduces the time dimension into
sequential pattern mining. The model seamlessly integrates sequential pattern mining and
probability models to estimate expected customer market value. The methodology and
techniques contain several innovative characteristics as follows.
a) The methodology introduces time into sequential pattern mining such that A → B at
time m in n time periods n, where the time dimension m and n were used to model a) the
time (m) of the purchase A, and b) the elapsed time (n) between customer visits to buy B,
respectively. A series of analytics based on the time-based sequential patterns, such as
conditional purchase probability for each sequential pattern, have been developed to
9

characterize the patterns. The time-based sequential pattern mining is visually appealing
for management to understand customer purchase patterns.

b) The methodology has developed expected customer market value for each of the future
campaigns based on the aggregation of these patterns based on customer purchase history.
This has allowed the provision of quantitative measure of RFM values for each customer
(calculated as aggregation of probability of purchase and expected value of each purchase)
in a practical customer targeting setting.

c) The optimization model (an integer program) is then solved based on the expected
profit per customer, and maximizes the revenue based on budget limitations and a
maximum number of direct mailers per customer per fiscal year. Heuristics have been
developed to solve the budget planning optimization problem efficiently, and the
optimization results have revealed hidden customers’ attributes such as anniversaries and
birthdays that are not present in the loyalty data. These results have also enabled the
assortment planning of jewelry product categories for different campaigns.
1.4.2 Implementation and Preliminary Result

A decision support system based on the proposed methodology has been build and
applied to the direct market campaign for Fred Meyer Jeweler since June 2014, and has
resulted in significant revenue increase. Table 3 presents the comparison of marketing
campaign results before the implementation (2013) and after the implementation (2015).
The results in 2014 contain a mixture of methodologies and serves for completeness.
Here, the “Mailer” column represents the number of units mailed, the “Purchase” column
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represents the number of purchases made from customers receiving these mailers, the
response rate is the fraction of customers who made the purchase, and the “Revenue”
column represents the total revenue from these purchases.
Table 3: Comparison of Campaign Performance
Year

Mailers

Purchases

Response Rate

Revenue

2013

5,603,169

109,251

1.95%

$ 33,051,115

2014

3,738,041

103,529

2.77%

$ 34,990,476

2015

2,763,714

149,293

5.40%

$ 43,933,147

Lift

-51%

37%

177%

33%

These results suggest that the model has significantly improved the redemption
rate and increased market revenue. Before the implementation of the proposed approach,
in the 2013 campaigns, a total of 5,603,169 mailing units were sent out and 109,251
customers returned; the redemption rate was 1.95% and the revenue was $33,051,115.
After the implementation of the proposed approach, in the 2015 campaigns, a total of
2,763,714 mailing units were sent out (half of the size of in 2013), yet 149,293 customers
returned and the revenue was $43,933,147. As can be seen, the comparison shows an
astonishing increase of revenue from $33 million in 2013 to $44 million in 2015; in other
words, a 33% increase. This increase is achieved while the number of direct mailers has
dropped from 5.6 million in 2013 to 2.8 million in 2015. Finally, the annual redemption
rate has nearly tripled from 1.95% to 5.40%.
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1.5 Extension and Contribution of the Thesis

Though the solution of the Fred Meyer Jewelry campaign optimization problem is
tailored to jewelry sectors, it could potentially benefit other business sectors such as
clinics. As an example, the Kroger Corp. provides convenient clinic services through the
Little Clinic hosted in Kroger Marketplace stores. These clinics requires no prior
appointment and aim to provide quick medical services for common ailments such as the
common cold, flu vaccines, pinkeye etc. Preliminary analysis of customer records of the
Little Clinic (and pharmacy records) shows similar customer visits patterns: limited
purchase, long lead-times between clinic visits, and specific times of the year for visits.

In a more general sense, this study addresses the prediction of customer shopping
patterns with long lead-time between visits or purchases by the introduction of the time
dimension into sequential pattern mining, and provides a quantitative model to capture
the probability of purchase and evaluate customer values, which could be used in models
for the market campaign optimization problem. The research extends data mining
(descriptive and predictive analytics) to optimal decision making (prescriptive analytics).
The model and algorithm are applicable to the general business with long lead-time
between purchases such as clinics and pharmacies. For example, proactive reminder
systems based on these models could be implemented to help both increase organization
revenue and reduce health risks for customers for these clinics, as well as reduce load on
pharmacies’ systems.

12

CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Customer Relationship Management and Data Mining
Customer relationship management (CRM) comprises a set of processes and systems to
support business strategies targeted at building long term, profitable relationships with
specific customers (Ling and Yen, 2001). According to Swift (2001); Kracklauer et al.
(2004); and Ngai et al. (2009), CRM consists of four dimensions: customer identification,
customer attraction, customer retention and customer development. These four
dimensions share the common goal of creating a deep understanding of customers to
maximize customer value to the organization. To do so, CRM systems are required to
collect and compile information on customers across different channels such as points of
sale, direct mail, marketing materials, and social media data so as to provide managers
with details on customers' personal information, purchase history, and buying
preferences.
The analysis of customer characteristics and behaviors holds the key to bettertailored marketing campaigns, as well as improved marketing and customer engagement;
various data mining techniques and statistical analysis have been developed to detect
hidden customer characteristics and shopping patterns. Han et al. (2012) defines data
mining, or more appropriately knowledge mining, as ‘‘the process that uses statistical,
mathematical, artificial intelligence and machine-learning techniques to extract and
identify useful information and subsequently gain knowledge from large databases”. The
application of data mining tools in customer relationship management is an emerging
trend, and has brought millions of dollars of benefits to companies in the globe in various
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industries such as banking, telecommunication, retail, and health care. For two recent
successful applications of data mining applications in customer relationship management,
please see Tandon et al. (2013) and Martin et al. (2014).
Tandon, et al. (2013) designed a series of solutions to a variety of problems in the
e-commerce value chain for HP Corp to grow its share in the online sales market.
Specifically, Bayesian modeling and Markov Chain methods were applied to predict
which customers are more likely to purchase which product, and when and through which
marketing channel they are more likely to make a purchase. These solutions have helped
to generate an additional $117 million in revenue for HP since 2009.
Martin et al. (2014) developed a set of advanced analytical models in demand
sensing/shaping, configuration optimization, marketing vehicle attribution, and media
mix modeling which helped Dell to venture into the indirect and non-customizable
channels to address changing market conditions and growing competition. These
solutions have delivered an impact of more than $140 million through reduction in
markdown expenditure, improved online conversion rate, increased ocean shipment
efficiency, and enhanced customer satisfaction since 2010.
2.2 Data Mining Techniques
Commonly used data mining techniques in customer relationship management include
association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, customer clustering, decision tree
analysis, logistic regression, and neural networking (Shaw et al. 2001, Ngai et al. 2009).
In the following, the literature review focuses on selected techniques that are related to
the discovery of customer purchase patterns, specifically association rule mining and
sequential pattern mining.
14

2.2.1 Association Rule Mining

Association rule mining refers to the discovery of associations or co-occurrences and
correlations among different items in relational and transactional datasets (Han et al.
2012). Here, a transaction typically includes a unique transaction identification number
and a list of items that make up the transaction.

Association rules take the form of X→Y, where X and Y are disjoint sets of items
in the given data. For example, the rule {onions, potatoes} → {burger} discovered in the
point-of-sale transaction data of supermarkets would indicate that if a customer buys
onions and potatoes together, they are likely to also buy hamburger meat. This
information can be used as the basis for decisions about marketing activities such as
market basket analysis, cross selling, and product placement.

Algorithm: The Apriori algorithm, proposed by Agrawal et al. (1994), remains a
convenient and common search algorithm for mining association rules. The algorithm
requires two pre-defined measures and works on the input transaction data with binary
attributes. Each transaction t is a binary vector and the value of its attribute a, t(a), will be
1 if t bought item a, and t(a)=0 otherwise (Agrawal et al. 1993). Other algorithms include
the Eclat, FP-growth, and AprioriDP algorithms (Han et al. 2012).

Applications: Association rule mining is one of the most well-known data mining tools
and has been applied widely in market basket analysis (Agrawal et al. 1994), web mining,
intrusion detection, continuous production, and bioinformatics. For a survey of
association rule application, see Han et al. (2012).
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Brijs et al. (2004) integrated the discovery of association rules with a
microeconomic model for production selection. The model utilized both quantitative and
qualitative criteria for product selection based on product-specific profitability. Sales
transaction data from a convenience store are used to identify cross-sale potentials and
the impact of product assortment decisions.

Chen et al. (2007) introduced a profit-based business model for evaluating
association rules. The model considered the profits generated from some marketing
strategies that are developed based on particular discovered rules. The profit-based
business model evaluates rule interestingness and allows for the study of relationships
between different marketing strategies and fundamental properties of rules for increased
profit.

Shim et al. (2012) proposed customer relationship management strategies for a
small-sized online shopping mall based on association rules and sequential patterns. The
authors first defined the VIP customer in terms of recency, frequency, and monetary
value and developed a model which classifies customers as VIP or non-VIP using
techniques such as decision trees, artificial neural networks, and bagging. The
transactions of VIPs were used to identify association rules and sequential patterns,
which were utilized to propose CRM strategies for the online shopping mall.

Yang et al. (2004) proposed an approach for web servers to keep track of web
users’ browsing behavior in web logs. They study prediction models that predict the
user’s next requests based on web log data. The results of accurate predictions can be
used for recommending products or suggesting useful links to customers, as well as pre16

sending, prefetching, and caching of web pages to reduce access latency. This study also
includes an approach to building sequential classifiers from association rules obtained
through data mining on large web log data.
2.2.2 Sequential Pattern Mining

Sequential pattern mining is an extension to association rule mining, which does not
consider the order of items, that mines for the frequent occurrence of ordered events or
subsequences as patterns (Zaki 2001; Han et al. 2007).

A sequential pattern of the form A → {B, C} → D indicates the following
sequence: item A is purchased first, followed by the purchase of items B and C at the
same time, and item D is purchased last. A sequential pattern of A → B without the
corresponding pattern B → A clearly demonstrates the sequence between transactions
(purchases) of customers.

Algorithm: Agrawal and Srikant (1995) first introduced sequential pattern mining in
their seminal paper with algorithms including AprioriSome, AprioriAll, and
DynamicSome. Algorithms such as the SPADE algorithm (Zaki, 2001), the GSP
algorithm, the FreeSpan algorithm, PrefixSpan, and MAPres were later developed. For a
survey of sequential pattern mining applications, see Mooney et al. (2013) and Zaki
(2001). In general, sequential pattern mining requires the transaction time to identify the
order of occurrence of different items and is computationally more expensive than
association rule mining (Zaki 2001).
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Applications: Sequential pattern mining has been utilized in various applications such as
the mining of web logs to find and navigate orders in retail industries. For a survey,
please see Mooney et al. (2013). George and Binu (2013) have proposed an approach to
mine user buying patterns using the PrefixSpan algorithm and then place the products on
shelves based on the order of mined purchasing patterns. The proposed approach mines
the patterns in two stages. In the first stage, the sequences of product categories are
mined to place the product categories on the shelves based on the sequence order of
mined patterns. In the second stage, the patterns (products) are mined for each category,
and the products are rearranged within their categories by incorporating the profit
measure on the mined patterns. Experimentation showed that the proposed approach is
good for product placement in supermarkets.
2.3 From Rule to Customer Selection and Quantitative Measures
It bears mention that, though association rule mining and sequential pattern mining
provides patterns in the data, most of these results are descriptive and predictive in
nature. To utilize these results in the selection of customers to build optimization models
for direct market campaign optimization, quantitative measures have to be modeled in the
derivation of these results to assist decision making (prescriptive analytics).
Quantitative Measures: Three measures (recency, frequency, and monetary value) are
commonly used in customer relationship management to determine quantitatively which
customers are the best ones to target by examining how recently a customer has
purchased (recency), how often they purchase (frequency), and how much the customer
spends (monetary value) (Cheng et al. 2009; Birant, 2011). Data mining techniques have
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been integrated with RFM analysis to provide quantitative values for customers (Birant,
2011), such as historic value (Wang et al. 2005) and expected profit (Manikonda et al.
2010). These concepts are used to calculate the value of a cluster of customers
(Manikonda et al. 2010) or a set of customer-behavior-based patterns or rules (Wang et
al. 2005 and Hsieh et al. 2009).
Bitran and Mondschein (1996) point out that the empirical data from a jewelry
company shows that for a given frequency and monetary value, customers with lower
recency are more likely to respond to a mailing campaign, and this behavior can be
observed in companies selling regularly consumed products as well. The probability that
this customer responds will decrease as the recency increases, but it is impossible to
define a specific time range when a customer is active or not (Fader et al. 2009).
Seasonality, personal (special) events, and marketing events are the top three categories
driving sales up; along these lines, Tandon et al. (2013) calculate the probability of a
given customer making a purchase in the next specific number of distinct periods as the
purchase-timing model.
Optimal Customer Selection: Wang et al. (2005) presented a customer targeting model
to maximize their donation profit with a new association rule-based technique, which
includes (i) generating association rules from customers’ characteristic information to
define their responding class (respond or non-respond); (ii) building a profit-ranked
customer model to identify which customers are covered by which rule and assigning
each customer to its highest ranked rule according to the pre-defined selection scenarios;
(iii) forming a rule covering tree based on the content of rules and developing a model to
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prune the rule covering tree to minimize number of rules and maximize the estimated
profit of each rule.
Liu et al. (2003) pointed out that in direct marketing, it is often unreasonably
difficult for marketers to predict which customers/buyers will definitely be in the target
class when selecting likely customers for promotion. Instead of classifying each customer
to a definite class (yes or no), the authors designed a classification-based scoring
approach to produce a class (e.g. buyer or non-buyer) probability estimate for the data
case indicating the likelihood that the data case belongs to the target class (e.g. buyer
class). In the study, association rule mining is applied to identify rules defining both
positive and negative classes, then each data case (customers/buyers) is scored based on
associated positive and negative rules.
Melville et al. (2008) designed a model to predict the likelihood that a company
will purchase a new product from a seller, and the model is developed based on selected
feature-based classification as well as logistic regression to generate the purchasing
probability of the candidate companies for IBM. The firmographic information of
potential customers are extracted from websites and studied with text mining and
classification models, which significantly boosts the performance of targeting.
Buckinx et al. (2004) proposed a decision tree classification method based on the
customer feature selection technique to identify targets for coupon distribution. Various
variables are extracted from both historical customer behavior and customer
demographics at the individual level including general RFM related variables such as a
customer’s total spending, number of visits, and the number of days since their last visit.
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In the application, a Relief-F method was used to search for relevant attributes (variables)
from the whole feature set and a C4.5 trees model was built to incorporate these
variables.
Kim et al. (2004 and 2005) developed an intelligent system using artificial neural
networks (ANN) guided by genetic algorithms (GA) for customer targeting. In this
research, individuals are evaluated based on their ability to rank records based on the
estimated probability of belonging to a target class; the best feature subset is selected
with a hybrid of the GA and ANN procedures aiming to maximize the classification
accuracy. Based on the selected feature subset, an artificial neural network is trained to
predict “buy” or “not buy”.
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CHAPTER 3 TIME BASED CUSTOMER PURCHASE PREDICTION

This research addresses the marketing campaign optimization problem in three sequential
steps. The first step is the development of lead time-based sequential pattern mining to
discover shopping patterns. The second step is the development of probability models
based on the discovered patterns to provide quantitative measures for expected values for
each customer to be used in future campaigns. The third step is the development of a
market campaign optimization model which takes the expected values as input and
decides who should be targeted and when they should be targeted given a yearly
marketing budget. This chapter focuses on the first two steps, lead-time based sequential
pattern mining and the probability models used to derive quantitative measures of
expected customer value.
3.1 Sequential Pattern Mining and Its Limitations
3.1.1 Retail Point of Sale Data and Sequential Pattern Mining
Retail establishments collect large amounts of data on sales and customer shopping
history due to the widespread adoption of point of sale systems. The dataset supplied to
this study is point of sale transaction data, where each record represents the transaction of
a jewelry purchase.
Table 4 presents an excerpt of the major part of such a transaction record. Here,
“Location” refers to the location identification number of the jewelry store, “Customer”
refers to the customer identification number, “Transaction” refers to the transaction
identification number, “Date” refers to the date of the transaction, “Loyalty” refers to the
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customer’s loyalty number if available, “Category” and “Sub-category” refer to the
category or sub-category of the product, “Description” presents the text description of the
product, and “Cost” and “Price” refer to the cost and price before tax of the product
respectively.
Table 4: Example of Transaction Data
Location

Customer

Transaction

Date

Loyalty

767

26356

19605587

2013-10-23

60548899554

Category

Sub-category

Description

Cost

Price

DIA

DIA FASHION

2HRTP ½ CT w

1229.00

2900.00

3.1.2 Sequential Pattern Mining – Algorithm, Parameters and Example
Problem Statement for Sequential Pattern Mining: the problem of mining sequential
patterns can be stated as follows. Given a database of sequences, where each sequence is
a list of transactions ordered by transaction time and each transaction is a set of items, the
problem is to discover all sequential patterns with a user-specified minimum support,
where the support of a pattern is the number of data sequences that contain the pattern.
Specially, let I = {i1, i2, , im} be a set of items, where an event is a non-empty
unordered collection of items. It is assumed without loss of generality that items of an
event are sorted in lexicographic order. A sequence is an ordered list of events. An event
is denoted as (i1, i2, , ik), where ij is an item. A sequence α is denoted as <α1 → α2 →
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→ αq >, where αi is an event. A sequence with k items, where k =  j |αj |, is called a ksequence. A sequence <α1 → α2  → αn> is a subsequence of another sequence <1 → 2
 → m> if there exist integers i1 < i2 <  < in such that α1 ⊆ βi1, α2 ⊆ βi2, , αn ⊆ βin.
For example, the sequence <B → AC> is a subsequence of <AB → E → ACD>, since B ⊆
AB and AC ⊆ ACD, and the order of events is preserved. However, the sequence AB →
E is not a subsequence of ABE and vice versa.
The support or frequency of a sequence, denoted as  (α, D), where D is the
transaction database, is defined as the number (or proportion) of input-sequences that
contain α. Given a user-specified threshold, defined as the minimum support (denoted as
min_supp), a sequence is said to be frequent if it occurs more than min_supp times, and
the set of frequent k-sequences is denoted as Fk.. To put it another way, a rule X→Y has
support s in the dataset D if s% of data in D contain both X and Y, or event X is followed
by event Y as the order for a sequential pattern (Agrawal et al. 1994). The min_supp
value separates the “strong” rules and only rules with support greater or equal to
min_supp will be generated in the final output.
Lastly, a frequent sequence is deemed to be maximal if it is not a subsequence of
any other frequent sequent and the task for a sequential mining algorithm is to find all
maximal frequent sequences from D satisfying a user supplied support min_supp.

The SPADE Algorithm: The SPADE (Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalence
classes) algorithm is used to mine for sequential patterns due to its ready availability for
transitional data (Zaki, 2001). For a survey of other algorithms designed for other
applications, please see (Mooney and Roddick, 2013). The SPADE algorithm uses a
vertical id-list database format, where each sequence is associated to a list of objects in
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which it occurs. Then, frequent sequences can be found efficiently using intersections on
id-lists. The method reduces the number of database scans, and therefore also reduces the
execution time.

The first step of SPADE is to compute the frequencies of 1-sequences, which are
sequences with only one item. The second step consists of counting 2-sequences. This is
done by transforming the vertical representation into a horizontal representation in
memory, and counting the number of sequences for each pair of items using a bidimensional matrix. Subsequent n-sequences can then be formed by joining (n-1)sequences using their id-lists. The size of the id-lists is the number of sequences in which
an item appears. If this number is greater than min_supp, the sequence is a frequent one.
The algorithm stops when no more frequent sequences can be found. The algorithm can
use a breadth-first or a depth-first search method for finding new sequences (Zaki, 2001)
Illustration: The following example is used to illustrate the use of CSPADE, and the input
data is listed in Table 5. In the table, each row is an event. The first column is the
sequence id, i.e, the sequence to which this event belongs. The second column is the
event timestamp, which is the moment in time when the event occurred, and the last
column is the list of items.
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Table 5: Example Input for Sequential Patterns from SPADE Algorithm
Sequence id

Time

Items

1

10

C, D

1

15

A, B, C

1

20

A, B, F

1

25

A, C, D, F

2

15

A, B, F

2

20

E

3

10

A, B, F

4

10

D, G, H

4

20

B, F

4

25

A, G, H

By setting a minimum support (min_supp = 0.4), the SPADE algorithm found 18
sequences and the set of frequent sequence output from the algorithm is shown in
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Table 6. Here the set of frequent sequences (under the “Sequence” column) mined
is ordered by each sequence’s support value (under the “Support” column).

In the process, the SPADE algorithm starts with the list of the most frequent
isolated items (1-sequence) (A, B, F, D,) and then moves to the list of the most frequent
set of items {A, D, B, F, {B, F}} (2-sequence) that occur in events and continues to
process to large size sequences.
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Table 6: Example Output for Sequential Patterns from SPADE Algorithm
ID

Sequence

Support

1

<{A}>

1

2

<{B}>

1

3

<{D}>

0.5

4

<{F}>

1

5

<{A,F}>

0.75

6

<{B,F}>

1

7

<{D},{F}>

0.5

8

<{D},{B,F}>

0.5

9

<{A,B,F}>

0.75

10

<{A,B}>

0.75

11

<{D},{B}>

0.5

12

<{B},{A}>

0.5

13

<{D},{A}>

0.5

14

<{F},{A}>

0.5

15

<{D},{F},{A}>

0.5

16

<{B,F},{A}>

0.5

17

<{D},{B,F},{A}>

0.5

18

<{D},{B},{A}>

0.5

Sequential Pattern Results: In the application of the SPADE algorithm to the jewelry
transaction data, the minimum support is set at 0.001 and a total of 322 sequential
patterns have been discovered.
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For example, a sequential pattern discovered is “DIA-DIA FASHION” → “DIADIA FASHION PEND”, which suggests that customers tend to buy jewelry from “DIADIA FASHION”, the left hand side (LHS) category first, and then jewelry from “DIADIA FASHION PEND”, the right-hand-side (RHS) category second. The support of this
rule is 0.00487823 – out of a total of 2,991,248 customers, 14,592 customers purchased
these two items in this order; as such, 14,592 customers, divided by the total number of
customers, gives 0.00487823 or 0.487823% of the total population, the support value of
the sequential rule.

The first 50 sequential patterns are presented in Table 7; the complete set of
sequential patterns discovered, together with their support values, is presented in
Appendix A, and is used in the model developed in this research.
Table 7: The First 50 Sequential Patterns Sorted by Support Level
ID

Sequence

Support

1 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.023

2 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.010

3 WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH only

0.009

4 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR

0.009

5 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-COLOR

0.009

6 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.008

7 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR

0.007

8 COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.007

9 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.006
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10 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.006

11 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-COLOR

0.006

12 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.006

13 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.005

14 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.005

15 COL-COLOR=>WAT-WATCH only

0.005

16 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-COLOR

0.005

17 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-COLOR

0.005

18 COL-PEARL=>COL-COLOR

0.005

19 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.005

20 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.005

21 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.005

22 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-COLOR

0.004

23 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>COL-COLOR

0.004

24 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

25 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

26 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.004

27 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-COLOR

0.004

28 WAT-WATCH only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

29 COL-RUBY=>COL-COLOR

0.004

30 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.004

31 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>WAT-WATCH only

0.004

32 COL-COLOR=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.004

30

33 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.004

34 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.004

35 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

36 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

37 COL-PEARL=>COL-PEARL

0.004

38 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

39 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.004

40 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

41 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>WAT-WATCH only

0.003

42 GOL-CHAIN=>COL-COLOR

0.003

43 BRI-BRIDAL only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

44 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.003

45 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

46 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

47 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>WAT-WATCH only

0.003

48 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.003

49 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>COL-COLOR

0.003

50 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.003

3.1.3 Limitation of Sequential Patterns: Lack of Lead Time between Purchases

Though sequential pattern mining does reveal frequent purchase patterns of jewelry
customers on what a customer is likely to purchase, the standard sequential pattern
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mining does not model the lead-time between purchases and thus does not provide any
information to predict when a customer will purchase the item(s). Nevertheless, in the
solution of the jewelry campaign optimization problem, which is to select customers over
the course of a year over multiple campaigns, it is critical for a prediction model to
specify not only what a customer will buy, but also when (during which campaign) the
customer will make these purchase(s). Due to this, the lead-times between jewelry
purchases have added another layer of complexity to the campaign optimization problem.

Long Lead Times with Spikes between LHS and RHS of Sequential Rules: As
shown in Chapter 1.2, a long lead time between purchases exists – the average lead time
between purchases is 306 days, or 10 months, and the median is 176 days, or 6 months.
As a result, it is natural to suspect that long lead times exist between the left hand side
and the right hand side items of a sequential rule, and it is necessary and interesting to see
what the lead time between the RHS and LHS these sequential rules looks like. In this
research, for simplicity, the lead time of a sequential rule is defined as the difference in
days between the purchase times of the RHS and LHS items.
Figure 4 shows the lead time distribution of the sequential rule “DIA-DIA
FASHION” → “DIA-DIA FASHION PEND”. In the figure, the horizontal axis represents
the lead time (in days) and the vertical axis represents the number of customers with the
corresponding lead time. There are 14,592 customers in total – the support for the pattern
is 0.00487823, so 0.487823% of the population purchased these items in this sequence
(none of them purchased both items on the same day). The lead time lengths of these
customers range from a few days to more than 2,000 days. The mean of the lead-time
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between the purchases is 535 days (roughly a year and a half), and the median of lead
time is 371 days (roughly a year).

Similar to the lead time distribution between consecutive purchases shown in
Figure 1 in Chapter 1.2, the lead times between purchases in sequential patterns show two
interesting phenomena. First, as the lead time increases, the number of customers to buy
the RHS item decreases. Second, the lead times of the sequential pattern shows three
distinct spikes around the first year, the second year, the third year, the fourth year, and
the fifth year after the purchase of the LHS item, though the spikes around the later years
are smaller compared to those of earlier years. This seems to be potentially associated
with purchases corresponding to anniversary events.

Figure 4: Lead Time Distribution of a Sequential Pattern with Yearly Spikes.
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Though these phenomena are not surprising and though not every sequential rule
exhibits this yearly spike, a sequential pattern, “Bridal-Bridal”  “Bridal Mens Band”,
that does not have the yearly spike is shown in Figure 5, and a majority of these
sequential patterns do show the yearly spikes. The spikes around yearly intervals
significantly alter the distribution of purchase probabilities in future campaigns. As such,
it is necessary to develop novel methodologies to predict not only what, but also when
customers will purchase (with high probability) and their expected purchase values so as
to maximize the return of investment. That is the focus of this research.

Figure 5: Lead Time Distribution of a Sequential Pattern without Yearly Spikes.

3.2. Models to Predict When and What to Purchase

This research introduces the time dimension into sequential pattern mining to model the
lead time between purchases. For each customer, an estimate of their expected monetary
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value is calculated per each applicable sequential pattern, taking into account the
customer’s transaction history. The estimates from each sequential pattern applicable to
the customer are then aggregated to provide the customer’s monetary market value, used
as the basis for the selection of customers in campaign optimization.
3.2.1 Lead Time Distribution for a Sequential Pattern by Month of Last Purchase

Let r be a sequential pattern, obtained from the sequential pattern mining algorithm, with
the form X  Y. Let X = LHS(r) be the set of the left hand items of rule r, Y = RHS(r) be
the set of right hand items of rule r.

The lead time between purchases of a sequential pattern is defined as the difference
between the time of purchase of the last LHS item of r, LHS(r), and the time of purchase
of the first RHS item, RHS (r).

Figure 6 presents the lead time distribution of all customers c in CRuleBase(r) for
the sequential pattern “DIA-DIA FASHION  DIA-DIA FASHION PEND”. In this
figure, the X axis is the length of the lead time in days between the purchase dates of
items in both sides, while the Y axis represents the number of customers.
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Figure 6: Example of Overall Lead Time Distribution of a Sequential Pattern
The above distribution, however, is the aggregation over all purchase time periods
and it turns out that the month of the purchase, i.e., the time of the purchase of the last
item of LHS(r), could have a dramatic effect on the distribution, and the lead time
distributions could be different for each of the months in which the customers made their
last purchase. To see this, Figure 7 presents the lead time distributions by the month of
last purchase for the sequential r whose aggregate lead time distribution is shown in
Figure 5. The detailed characteristics of each monthly lead time distribution for the
sequential patterns are shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 7: Example of Monthly Lead Time Distributions of a Sequential Rule
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As can be seen, significant differences exist between the aggregate lead time
distribution in Figure 6 and the monthly lead time distributions in Figure 7. In Figure 6,
the frequency of customer lead time values decreases with a rather constant slope which
demonstrates that customer will be less likely to redeem as the lead time (recency)
increases. Besides this, there are three distinct spikes in lead time frequency around one
year, two years, and three years after purchase, indicating a hidden pattern of jewelry
customer purchasing around specific times such as birthdays or wedding anniversaries,
which reoccur each year.

The monthly distributions in Figure 7 seems to differ significantly from the
aggregate lead time distribution in that, though spikes still exist, the time from the
purchase to the first spike is not the same as that in the aggregated distribution. To
illustrate, Figure 8 and Figure 9 present again the enlarged aggregate lead time
distribution and the enlarged lead time distribution of October.

As we can see, suppose a customer has purchased DIA-DIA FASHION, the LHS
item, in October. The first major spike would be to buy the RHS item, DIA-DIA
FASHION PEND, in December, and the lead time between October and December is
about 60 days, as can be seen along the X axis in Figure 9. The first spike to buy the RHS
item DIA-DIA FASHION PEND in the aggregated lead time distribution, however, was
365 days. As a result, the monthly lead time seems to be more reliable, and seems to
more accurately model the purchase behavior of the customers and their lead time to the
next purchase.
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Figure 8: Aggregated Lead Time Distribution

Figure 9: Lead Time Distribution of October
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3.2.2 Analytical Models to Predict When and What to Purchase

In data mining, rules or patterns are typically interpreted in terms of probabilities and
different probabilistic measures can be defined to reflect various aspects of the rules
(Zhong et al., 2003). Three concepts, conditional purchase probability of a sequential
pattern, lead time probability, and a customer’s market value, are explored in an effort to
provide more accurate estimation to be used as input for an optimization model.
o Terminology and Notations

To start, let R be a set of sequential patterns, indexed by r. Let X be the set of the left
hand side items, and let Y be the set of the right hand side items, so the sequential rule r
takes the format of X  Y.

Let C be the set of customers indexed by c. For each rule r, let CRuleBase(r) be
the set of customers that have purchased the items in both sets X and Y, CPerspect(r) be
the set of customers that have purchased the items in sets X, but have not yet purchased Y.
Let CRuleBase(r, m)  CRuleBase(r) be the customers who have bought the last item of
the LHS(r) in month m. Let CRuleBase(r, m, t) be the number of customers who have
bought the last item of the LHS(r) in month m, and who purchased the first item in the
RHS t time periods away from time period m

For each customer c, let R(c) be the set of rules that are applicable to them,
reflecting whether the customer has purchased LHS items, but not their corresponding
RHS items, i.e., c  CPerspect(r). Let Pi (c, r) be the time (in months) that customer i
purchased the last item i in the left hand side of rule r.
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Let I be the set of items indexed by i, with a profit of AvgProf(i). Let j be the first
RHS item, and define the profit of a pattern’s RHS, denoted as AvgProf(r) = AvgProf(j);
given a sequential pattern r, this defines the average profit of its RHS item.

Finally, let t be the future time period, for each customer c, for each sequential
pattern r, then tL(c, r) = t - Pi (c,r) represents the time from the last purchase of the left
hand side item of rule r, i.e., Pi, to the future time period t.
o Conditional Purchase Probability with Respect to a Sequential Rule or Pattern (r)

Pattern Set R(c): Given a set of sequential patterns R, customers can be selected by
matching their purchase history with each pattern r in the set R. There exist multiple sets
of sequential patterns where patterns in each set share a common LHS and a customer c
could be selected by several sequential patterns; we denote this set of sequential rules as
R(c).

For example, there would be multiple rules that share a common LHS such as
“COL-COLOR COL-COLOR  WAT-WATCH” or “COL-COLORCOL-COLOR
 GOL-GOLD FASHION”; these rules are all applicable to a customer who has
purchased “COL-COLOR COL-COLOR” in the past. In order to reveal the likelihood
of a customer’s next choice based on their previous purchase history, a conditional
purchase probability with respect to rule r is defined.

Conditional probability of purchase with respect to rule r, (cProb(r)): given a sequential
pattern r, the conditional probability of purchase with respect to pattern r defines the
probability that customers who have purchased the LHS items will purchase sequential
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pattern r’s RHS(r) in the future among multiple options (sequential patterns with the
same LHS of r, but different right hand sides).

Specifically, cProb(r) = CPerspect(r) / CRuleBase(r), and for a rule r, this
probability is the percentage of customers who have already purchased both the LHS and
RHS items over the number of customers who purchased the LHS items.

For example, if there are 1000 people purchasing the LHS of sequential pattern r
and 350 of them purchase the RHS of r as well, then the conditional probability for a
potential customer to purchase the RHS after having already purchased the LHS items,
cProb(r), is 350/1000 = 0.35.

Example: Table 8 shows the conditional purchase probability of sequential patterns that
begin with COL-COLOR  COL-COLOR as the LHS item set. It can be seen that for
customers who purchase two COL-COLOR items, there is a 27.4% probability that they
will purchase another COL-COLOR item, an 8.7% probability that they will purchase
another DIA-DIA FASHION item, and an 8.0% probability that they will purchase
another GOL-GOLD FASHION item. There is however a 23% probability that they will
stop buying new items after the second COL-COLOR was bought.
Table 8: Example of a Sequential Pattern Set with Conditional Purchase Probability
LHS

RHS

Prob

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

COL-COLOR

0.274

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

DIA-DIA FASHION

0.087

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.080
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COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

WAT-WATCH

0.063

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.062

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

COL-SAPPHIRE

0.049

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

COL-RUBY

0.048

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

COL-PEARL

0.055

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

COL-AMETHYST

0.052

COL-COLORCOL-COLOR

Others (Nothing)

0.230

o Lead Time Probability for Month m for Rule r In Future Time Period tL.

Lead Time Probability, denoted as LTProb(r, m, tL): given a sequential pattern r and a
lead time tL, this term defines the probability that a customer who purchases the first item
of the LHS at time period m will purchase the RHS side of r in tL time periods.
Specifically, LTProb(r, m, tL) = CRuleBase(r, m, tL ) / CRuleBase(r, m), where
CRuleBase(r, m, tL ) and CRuleBase(r, m) were defined in the previous section.
For example, suppose a customer c  CRuleBase(r) has purchased the last item in
the RHS(f) at time m = October; i.e., c  CRuleBase(r, m). Based on the lead time
distribution shown in Figure 7, the next campaign will be 2 months afterwards, so the
lead time period tL = 2. Thus, it can be seen that there are about 800 customers (first
spike in the distribution plot, whose X axis is around 360) who purchased the RHS item
within this lead time period. The size of CRuleBase(r, m, tL) is 800, and the size of
CRuleBase(r, m, tL)

is 9,284, thus the lead time probability, LTProb(r, m, tL) is

800/9284 = 0.0862.
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o Profit of a Pattern’s RHS

Though conditional purchase probability reveals the likelihood the customer will follow
each sequential pattern, each sequential pattern produces different financial revenues or
profits that have to be taken into consideration. This is defined as Profit of a Pattern’s
RHS (AvgProf(r)), which, as its name suggests, defines the average profit of a RHS item
for a sequential pattern r.

For example, among all RHS items of these sequential patterns, the average profit
from the COL-COLOR subcategory is less than $40, the average profits from other
“COL-” subcategories are around $70, and the average profits from WATCH, GOLD,
and DIA categories are close to or higher than $100.
o Estimated Market Value of a Customer with Respect to a Sequential Pattern

Given the above definitions and calculations, the estimated market value of a customer c,
in time period t, denoted as 𝑃𝑐 𝑟𝑡 , from a sequential pattern r is the product of:


Conditional purchase probability of current pattern, cProb(r).



Lead time based probability of this customer and current pattern, LTProb(r,m,tL).



Average profit of the RHS item of the current pattern, AvgProf(r).

More specifically,

𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑡 = cProbr ×LTProbr.m.tL ×avgProfr
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o Estimated Market Value of a Customer in Future Periods

Because a customer is pre-targeted by n sequential patterns, denoted by R(c), the total
estimated market value of this customer is the sum of the estimated market value from all
of their sequential patterns. Denote the estimated market value of a customer c in future
period t as
𝑃𝑐𝑡 =∑r∈R(i)(𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑡 ),

or, more specifically,
𝑃𝑐𝑡 = ∑r∈R(c)(cProbr ×LTProbr.m.tL ×avgProfr )

Example: Table 9 presents a simplified example to demonstrate the entire process to
calculate the expected market value for a customer. Assuming the customer is pretargeted by 6 sequential patterns, the LHS and RHS of the patterns are shown in the
“LHS” and “RHS” columns.

For each pattern, the conditional purchase probability is presented in column
“cProb”; the lead time purchase probability for each rule in the future time period tL is
calculated based on the purchase date of the LHS item, and is presented in column
“LTProb”; the average profit of the RHS subcategory is in column “avgProf”.

The estimated market value for each sequential rule is the product of the values of
the three columns “cProb”, “LTProb”, and “avgProf”. The total estimated market value
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for the future period t is the summation of the market estimations from all of the
sequential patterns. These estimates in each period serve as input for the direct mailer
campaign optimization that will be presented in the next section.
Table 9: Estimated Market Value Calculation
LHS

RHS

cProb LTProb avgProf EstMarVal

COL-COLOR

COL-COLOR

0.24

0.03

$ 45

$ 0.32

COL-COLOR

COL-RUBY

0.08

0.08

$ 92

$ 0.59

COL-COLOR

DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.12

0.05

$ 330

$ 1.98

0.23

0.06

$ 550

$ 7.59

DIA-DIA FASHION
DIA-BRIDAL
PEND
GOL-GOLD

DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.05

0.01

$ 330

$ 0.17

WAT-WATCH

WAT-WATCH

0.42

0.04

$ 240

$ 4.03

Total Estimated Market Value

$ 14.68

For reference, examples of selected customers are shown in Appendix E. The
estimated market values of customers serve as the input of the budget allocation
optimization, which is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 THE DIRECT MARKET CAMPAIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Given the customers’ expected purchase values, which followed the discovery of leadtime based sequential rules, and the probability models to derive quantitative measures,
this chapter presents the direct market campaign optimization problem to select
customers using a limited budget to maximize the return on investment.
4.1 Mathematical Model for Direct Market Campaign Optimization

Direct Market Campaign Optimization Problem (DMCOP): Given the estimated
market value for each customer in each future time period and a defined budget in terms
of the number of mailers to be sent, the direct market campaign optimization is to decide
whether or not to send promotion materials or catalogs to each customer in each period;
i.e., which customers should be targeted and when they are to be targeted, so as to
optimally allocate the limited budget to maximize the total return on investment over the
year.

The following notation is used in the development of the model.

Sets and indices:

I: Set of customers indexed by i
T: Set of campaign periods indexed by t, T = {1, 2, …, 13},

Parameters:

Pit: Estimated market value of customer i in period t.
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N: Total number of mailers.
M: Maximum number of mailers each customer can receive in all periods.
Decision variables:

xit: 1: Customer i is being selected to receive a mailer in period t;

0: Otherwise.

The mathematical model for the Direct Market Campaign Optimization Problem
can then be formulated as follows.

(DMCOP)
Objective: Maximize 𝑧 = ∑𝑖 ∑𝑡(𝑃𝑖𝑡 𝑥𝑖𝑡 )

(1)

Subject to:

(2)

∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑡 ≤ 𝑁
𝑡

𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑡 ≤ 𝑀

∀iI

(3)

∀ i  I, t  T

(4)

𝑡

𝑥𝑖𝑡  {0, 1}

Here the objective is to maximize the total estimated market value from these
selected customers. Constraint 2 stipulates that a maximum of N mailers can be mailed
over the year. Constraint 3 stipulates that each customer is allocated at most M mailers.
Finally, Constraint 4 states the binary requirement for the decision variables.
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4.2 Model Characteristics – Total Unimodularity
The DMCOP, defined in equations (1) – (4) is a large scale integer program; however, in
this section, it can be proven to be total unimodular.
Total Unimodular (TU): An M × N integral matrix A is totally unimodular if the
determinant of each square matrix in A is equal to 1, 0, or -1.
Proposition: The proposed budget allocation optimization model is totally unimodular.
Proof: The budget allocation optimization model is of the format max {𝑐 𝑇 𝑥: 𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏}, for
any given number of customers c and number of periods p, the matrix A takes the form:
p

11... 1

p


00... 0

…

p


00... 0

p


00... 0

p

11... 1

p


00... 0

⋮

⋮

p


00... 0

⋱

p


00... 0

…

p


00... 0

p

11... 1

A=

p


00... 0


( 11... 1
p

p
p


11... 1 11... 1

p

11... 1)(𝑐+1)×(𝑐×𝑝)

In the first c rows, each row represents the coefficient of constraint (2) which sets the
maximum number of coupons the corresponding customer can have in the p periods. As
such, for each customer i, the entire row takes a value of 0 except for positions from
(𝑖 − 1)×𝑝 + 1 to 𝑖×𝑝, which take a value of 1. The last row represents the coefficient of
constraint (3) and is filled with 1 to calculate the total number of coupons that will be
sent in p periods.
According to Wolsey (1998), a matrix A is TU if
1. 𝑎𝑖𝑗 ∈ {+1, −1,0} for all i, j.
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2. Each column contains at least two nonzero coefficients ∑𝑚
𝑖=1|𝑎𝑖𝑗 | ≤ 2.
3. There exists a partition (M1, M2) of the set M of rows such that each column
containing two nonzero coefficients satisfies ∑𝑖 ∈𝑀1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 − ∑𝑖∈𝑀2 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0.
It can be easily seen that each column j contains exactly two nonzero coefficients 1.
These rows can be easily partitioned into two sets, where M1 is the first set of c rows,
specifically M1 = {1, 2, …, c} and M2 is the last row, specifically M2 = {c+1}, and there
exists ∑𝑖 ∈𝑀1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 − ∑𝑖∈𝑀2 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0 for all j = 1, 2, …, 𝑐×𝑝. This completes the proof.
Heuristics: The model is solved using a simple heuristic that ranked the customers’
expected profits and chose the first M for each customer until it reached the total mailer
requirement N.
4.3 Results of the Mathematical Model

Solution Approach: Though the DMCOP model is total unimodular, which suggests that
the integer or binary requirement for variables (constraint 4) could be dropped from the
model, i.e., the solution of the linear programming relaxation would produce integer
solutions, the problem is still not trivial to solve with the state-of-the-art commercial
solvers due to the large number of variables.

For a typical DMCOP problem, the model involves the assignment of about 2 ~ 3
million potential customers over 13 campaign periods, thus even with preprocessing to
remove assignments that are unlikely to be in the optimal solution, the model could still
contain as many as 20 million decision variables and two to three million constraints.
Initial attempts to solve the model using commercial packages such as AIMMS on a
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desktop computer with an i7 CPU with 16GB of RAM were unsuccessful due to memory
limitations – it could not even generate the matrix for the mathematic model, let alone
solve it. In view of this, instead of seeking optimal solutions, a heuristic algorithm is
developed to solve the problem.

Heuristic Approach: The heuristic approach starts by first ranking the expected
revenues of customers and selecting up to the first N campaigns by their expected values
for each customer until a total of M assignments have been made.
The heuristic is simple and computationally effective – it requires only the
sortation of the expected values and has generated good solutions. These solutions were
proven to be optimal for small-size problems where models (1) – (4) could be solved
through the state-of-the-art integer program solver. As such, the heuristic is adopted to
the solution of the DMCOP.

Optimization Result: The optimization result is shown in Table 10. In the model, as
specified by the management team, a total of 4.0 million coupons are to be distributed
over 12 months (campaigns) and a customer can have at most 4 coupons. The
optimization model was run in May of 2014 and reported the number of customers
selected in each of the future 12 months. In the table, the “NumOfCust” column reports
the total number of customers selected for each month,
Table 10: Result of Direct Market Campaign Optimization
Month

2014-06

2014-07

2014-08

2014-09

2014-10

2014-11

NumOfCust

483,179

291,256

274,301

60,371

103,564

661,079

Month

2014-12

2015-01

2015-02

2015-03

2015-04

2015-05
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NumOfCust

1,072,739

443,844

534,229

42,469

92,182

235,962

Figure 10: Result of Budget Allocation Optimization

Table 10 shows that 2.7 million coupons out of a total 4.0 million are allocated in
November, December, January, and February due to Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday
campaigns (the highest revenue of the year) and then Valentine’s Day campaigns.
Though this result may not be surprising, it has given the management an overview of
their budget on direct mail campaigns so they do not overspend in low-revenue months,
rather saving for the predicted high-revenue months. It is always tempting to spend
money in low demand months, hoping to increase revenue in these periods; however,
overspending in these months could hurt the available budget in high demand periods.

Maximum Number of Mailers per Customer: As a final note, the numbers of
customers receiving one, two, three, and four mailers are 239,974, 146,473, 83,993, and
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809,787, respectively. The majority of the coupons are sent to the 809,787 customers
who will receive 4 mailers, which comprises nearly 80% of the total mailers. If the
maximum number of mailers per customer is set to five, the number of customers
receiving zero, one, two, three, four, and five mailers are 75,417, 325,120, 157,356, 82,
066, 56,874, and 577,394, respectively.

Setting the maximum number of mailers per customer from four to five will reduce
the number of customers, and thus is not adopted; setting the maximum number of
mailers per customer from four to three essentially allows everyone to be targeted three
times (out of 12 months), and is not adopted by the management. The maximum number
of mailers is therefore set at four in the final implementation.
4.4 Insights on Selected Customers

To gain insight into the solution of the direct marketing campaign optimization problem,
it would be prudent to check the characteristics of the selected customers, for example in
a non-holiday campaign month such as September. Historical data shows that September
is not a high-volume month and there is no major holiday, thus it is quite curious to see
why they have been selected.

Table 11 presents the transaction history of three customers selected in September.
Here the “Customer” column represents the customer, the “Date” column represents the
date of the transaction, the “Size” column represents the number of items bought, and the
“Item” column gives detailed description of the items.
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Table 11: Transaction History of Three Customers
Customer

Date

Size

Item

1685

8/26/2011

1 DIA-DIA FASHION

1685

9/24/2012

1 COL-OPAL

1685

8/23/2013

1 COL-PERIDOT

1685

9/15/2013

1 COL-SAPPHIRE

4934

6/5/2011

1 BRI-ANNIV

4934

7/3/2011

1 WAT-WATCH

4934

7/4/2011

2 COL-COLOR|WAT-WATCH only

4934 10/12/2011

1 COL-COLOR

4934

1 STU-STUD EARRINGS

12/2/2011

4934 12/10/2011

1 COL-COLOR

4934

9/27/2012

2 COL-COLOR|COL-RUBY

4934

9/26/2013

1 COL-COLOR

14646

5/14/2010

1 GOL-CHAIN

14646

6/17/2010

1 WAT-WATCH

14646

4/29/2011

1 GOL-GOLD FASHION

14646

9/9/2011

1 WAT-WATCH

14646

9/11/2011

1 WAT-WATCH

14646

9/6/2013

14646

9/11/2013

2 COL-AMETHYST|GOL-GOLD FASHION
1 COL-COLOR

As can be seen, these customers have made one or multiple purchase in the same
period (September) in previous years. These recurring purchases in the past signal that
there may be special events such as wedding anniversaries or birthdays. Modelling the
lead times of the sequential patterns provides the means to capture these potential high
chance of repeated purchases – though the customer will not necessarily purchase the
same item, the exact months in future years around these special times can be predicted.
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Recall that these attributes are not readily available to the retail stores, thus the
proposed approach does offer the capability to capture these hidden attributes of these
customers.

Though certainly a portion of purchases in November, December, and

February could be attributed to national events, the model has helped to identify the
personal events that are hard to capture, and is critical to the understanding of customers,
their behaviors, and their purchase patterns, and has generated significant improvements
to campaign effectiveness and to the jewelry stores’ bottom-line performance, as will be
seen presently.
4.5 Implementation and Results

A decision support system based on the proposed methodology was developed to solve
the direct marketing campaign optimization problem in June 2014. Since the adoption of
this methodology, Fred Meyer Jewelers has undergone a transformational change with
their direct marketing campaign operations from human guesses to scientific analytical
methods.

Though more detailed designed experiments are still being conducted, results
from the implementation of the decision support system seem to suggest that our model
has significantly improved the marketing response by increasing the number of
transactions and increasing redemption rate and revenue, even with a reduction in the
number of direct mailing units.
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4.5.1 Comparison of Annual Performance

Table 12 presents the summary of overall campaign effectiveness in 2013, 2014, and
2015. Here the “Mailer” column represents the number of units mailed, the “Purchase”
column represents the number of purchases made from customers who received these
mailers, “Response Rate” is the fraction of customers who made the purchase, and
“Revenue” is the total revenue from these purchases. Table 13 to Table 18 present the
summaries of each campaign from 2013, 2014, and 2015. Table 12 is identical to Table 3
in Chapter 1 and is included in this chapter for completeness.
Table 12: Summary of Campaign Effectiveness in 2013, 2014, and 2015

Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

Revenue

2013

Total

5,603,169

109,251

1.95%

$ 33,051,115

2014

Total

3,738,041

103,529

2.77%

$ 34,990,476

2015

Total

2,763,714

149,293

5.40%

$ 43,933,147

Lift

-

-51%

37%

177%

33%

In the 2013 campaigns, a total of 5,603,169 mailing units were sent out and
109,251 customers returned; the redemption rate was 1.95% and the revenue was
$33,051,115. After the implementation of the proposed approach, in the 2015 campaigns,
a total of 2,763,714 mailing units were sent out (half of the size of 2013), yet 149,293
customers returned and the revenue was $43,933,147. As can be seen, the comparison
shows an astonishing increase of revenue from $33 million in 2013 to $44 million in
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2015, or a 33% increase. This increase is achieved while the number of direct mailers has
dropped from 5.6 million in 2013 to 2.8 million in 2015. Finally, the annual redemption
rate has nearly tripled from 1.95% to 5.40%.
4.5.2 Comparison of Holiday Campaigns

Table 13 presents the summary of holiday campaigns in 2013, 2014 and 2015. Holiday
campaigns are five-week campaigns and yield the highest revenue for Fred Meyer
Jewelers.
Table 13: Market Performance of Holiday Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

Revenue

2013

Holiday

778,876

43,283

5.56%

$16,270,365

2014

Holiday

689,678

47,398

6.87%

$17,834,831

2015

Holiday

641,720

82,811

12.90%

$23,775,708

Increase

-

-18%

91%

132%

46%

As can be seen from the table, from 2013 to 2015, the adoption of the proposed
methodology enabled Fred Meyer Jewelers to expand its campaign revenue from $16.3
million in 2013 to $23.8 million in 2015, an increase of 46% or $7.5 million. This is also
achieved by the use of only 82% of the direct mailers, a decrease from 778,876 to
641,720. Even with the reduction in the number of mailers, the number of transactions
increased sharply from 43,283 to 82,811, a 91% growth; and the customer response rate
more than doubled from 5.56% to 12.9%, an astonishing increase of 132%.
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4.5.3 Comparison of Valentine’s Day Campaigns
Table 14 presents the summary of Valentine’s Day campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015.
Valentine Day yields the second highest revenue of the year for Fred Meyer Jewelers.
Table 14: Comparison of Valentine’s Day Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

2013

Valentine's

2014

Revenue

1,397,739

32,522

2.33%

$7,431,972

Valentine's

649,044

20,915

3.22%

$5,864,354

2015

Valentine's

695,396

30,908

4.44%

$9,529,816

Increase

-

-50%

-5%

91%

28%

As can be seen from the table, from 2013 to 2015, the number of mailers sent out
decreased dramatically by 50%, from around 1.4 million to 695,396, yet the campaign
revenue still increased by 28%, from $7.4 million to $9.5 million. The number of
transactions in these two years remain at similar numbers at a little bit higher than 30
thousand and the 2015 customer transaction number is lower, but the customer response
rate got almost doubled, increasing from 2.33% in 2013 to 4.44% in 2015.
4.5.4 Comparison of April 4-Day Campaigns

Table 15 presents the summary of April 4-Day campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015.
Unlike holiday campaigns aiming, monthly campaigns such as April 4-Day exist mainly
to meet the customers’ demands for personal events such as anniversaries, weddings,
birthdays, etc. These characteristics determine the limited number of potential customers
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and thus limited budget for these campaigns, yet it is essential to accurately identify these
potential customers in order to improve campaign performance.
Table 15: Comparison of April 4-Day Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

2013

April 4-Day

2014

Revenue

399,525

2,144

0.54%

$655,573

April 4-Day

326,092

1,946

0.60%

$566,449

2015

April 4-Day

364,376

7,054

1.94%

$2,126,918

Increase

-

-9%

229%

262%

224%

Table 15 shows a significant improvement in terms of the number of transactions,
customer redemption rate, and total campaign revenue from 2013 to 2015. In 2013, the
total revenue for the April 4-Day campaign was $655,573, and in 2015, the total revenue
for the April 4-Day campaign was $2.1 million, an astonishing increase of 224%. This is
also achieved with a slight reduction in the number of mailers – the number of mailers in
2015 was 364,376, only 91% of the 399,525 sent out in 2013. In addition to the increase
in revenue, the number of transactions of returned customers almost tripled from 2,144 to
7,054, and the customer redemption rate increased from 0.54% to 1.94%, nearly
quadrupling. These results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in identifying hidden customer attributes – in particular these personal events,
which were not in the retailer’s database and are hard to find otherwise
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4.5.5 Comparison of June 4-Day Campaigns
Table 16 presents the summary of June 4-Day campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015, which
share similar characteristics to the April 4-Day campaigns.
Table 16: Comparison of June 4-Day Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

2013

June 4-Day

2014

Revenue

499,068

2,247

0.45%

$688,852

June 4-Day

399,625

6,731

1.68%

$2,200,796

2015

June 4-Day

102,215

3,640

3.56%

$1,294,191

Increase

-

-80%

62%

691%

88%

As seen in Table 16, there was a significant increase in revenue during the June 4Day campaign from $688,852 in 2013 to $1.3 million in 2015, an increase of 88%. This
was also achieved with a sharp reduction to only 20% of the previous years’ mailers,
from 499,068 in 2013 to 102,215 in 2015. The annual redemption rate has increased
almost seven times from 0.45% to 3.56%, and the number of transactions increased from
2,247 to 3,640, a 62% improvement. In 2014, 399,625 mailers were sent out, 20% fewer
than 2013, but the number of transactions tripled to 6,731 and the redemption rate also
increased from 0.45% to 1.68%, followed by a tripled revenue, from $688,852 to $2.2
million. In this comparison, significant improvements have been observed in both 2014
and 2015 in redemption rate and this again confirms the accuracy of the proposed model
in this study, especially with regards to campaigns targeted for special events specific to
individual customers.
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4.5.6 Comparison of July 4-Day Campaigns
Table 17 presents the summary of July 4-Day campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015, which
share similar characteristics to the April 4-Day and June 4-Day campaigns.
Table 17: Comparison of July 4-Day Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

Revenue

2013

July 4-Day

346,436

2,619

0.76%

$1,282,110

2014

July 4-Day

343,164

4,655

1.36%

$1,808,428

2015

July 4-Day

31,827

2,144

6.74%

$792,416

Increase

-

-91%

-18%

792%

-38%

As can be seen in the table, there has been a large shift in the number of mailers
sent out in these campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015. From 2013 to 2014, the number of
mailers sent out remains virtually the same, but in 2014, the campaign revenue increased
by 41%, from $1.3 million to $1.8 million. Both the number of transactions and the
redemption rate nearly doubled from 2,619 to 4,655 and from 0.76% to 1.36%,
respectively. In 2015, the number of mailers is reduced dramatically to only 9% of the
number of mailers in 2013 – only 31,827 mailers were sent out, nevertheless, the result
shows that 2,144 transactions were made, only slightly less than or 82% of the number of
2013. The redemption rate nevertheless was a staggering 6.74%, the highest among all
non-holiday campaigns in these three years, and was eight times higher than the
redemption rate in 2013. Though the campaign in 2015 only generated a revenue of
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$792,416, 62% of the campaign revenue in 2013, this was achieved with only 9% of the
mailers of 2013.
4.5.7 Comparison of September 4-Day Campaigns
Table 18 presents the summary of September 4-Day campaigns in 2013, 2014, and 2015,
which share similar characteristics to the previous 4-Day campaigns.
Table 18: Comparison of September 4-Day Campaigns
Year

Campaign

Mailers

Transactions

Response Rate

Revenue

2013

Sept 4-Day

384,146

2,847

0.74%

$

1,211,672

2014

Sept 4-Day

218,184

2,877

1.32%

$

889,638

2015

Sept 4-Day

131,719

4,747

3.60%

$

1,225,331

Increase

-

-66%

67%

386%

1%

As can be seen in the table, in 2013, a total of 384,146 mailers were sent out; in 2015,
the number of mailers sent out decreased dramatically to 131,719, or only 33% of the
number in 2013. Nevertheless, the campaign revenue remained the same. The number of
transactions increased by 67%, from 2,847 in 2013 to 4,747 in 2015, and the redemption
rate is lifted from 0.74% to 3.60%, which a significant increase of nearly five times.
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CHAPTER 5 MODELS FOR NEW CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION
The sequential pattern-based approach aims to discover and select customers to be
targeted in appropriate campaigns through the mining of their transaction history; when
obtaining and attracting new customers, there is no transaction history available to be
mined, and additional approaches have to be developed. In this chapter, a decision treebased approach is used to identify potential customers. First, current customers are
partitioned into clusters and the cluster label serves as a responding variable. A decision
tree model is then trained to predict if a prospective customer with specific
demographical and grocery information would fall into specific clusters to be used in the
next campaign or not. Though this has been a standard approach, extreme care should be
taken to avoid misclassification due to unbalanced data – only a very small number of
people would make a jewelry purchase out of a large potential customer base.
5.1 Classification Problem with Unbalanced Data

As the largest grocery retailer in the United States, with revenue over $109 billion for
fiscal year 2015, the Kroger Co. operates 2,778 supermarkets and multi-department stores,
1,360 fuel centers, and 2,122 pharmacies in 34 states. On a yearly basis, hundreds of
millions of households and customers visit Kroger supermarkets, yet in contrast to market
of such size, the historical transaction data from Fred Meyer Jewelry stores show only
2.99 million customers in the past six years from February 2010 to June 2016, and only
0.65 million (21.65%) customers made more than one purchase.
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To identify potential jewelry customers from grocery customers and to develop
them into frequent customers, current jewelry customers are examined to find common
characteristics, which could be used to target future customers. However, the number of
jewelry customers is extremely small compared to non-jewelry customers, forming a very
challenging unbalanced classification problem.

To solve this problem, an accurate classification approach is needed to make a
binary prediction; i.e., to give a probabilistic class prediction or to assign a positive
(jewelry buyers) or a negative (non-jewelry buyers) label, formed by P positive instances
and N negative instances. A confusion matrix is often used to describe the performance of
a classification model; in the case of binary predictions, the confusion matrix contains
four possibilities, as shown in Table 19.
Table 19: Confusion Matrix
Predicted
Actual

Positive

Negative

Positive

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (FN)

Negative

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

The elements in the table can be stated as follows:


True Positives (TP): These are cases which are predicted yes (they will purchase),
and they do purchase.



True Negatives (TN): These are cases which are predicted no, and they don't
purchase.
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False Positives (FP): These are cases which are predicted yes, but they don't
purchase, also known as a "Type I error."



False Negatives (FN): These are cases which are predicted no, but they actually
do purchase, also known as a "Type II error."

There are several well-known measures to evaluate the performance of classification,
such as:

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

TP
P+N

TP + TN
P+N

Misclassification error (MER) = 1 - accuracy

Usually, a classification approach is considered to be accurate when its accuracy
is high, yet for classification of imbalanced data, it is not appropriate to judge only the
classification performance by its accuracy, because this can be highly affected by the
relative size of the majority class. For example, assume that there are 100 customers and
only 2 of them are jewelry buyers. If a classifier labels all customers as non-jewelry
buyers, it generates an accuracy of 98%, but such a classifier is useless because no
jewelry buyer is identified and produces a large type II error; thus it is essential to ensure
the classification accuracy of both majority and minority classes.
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5.2 Literature Review on Decision Tree Analysis with Unbalanced Data
5.2.1 Decision Trees Analysis in General

Decision trees are a well-known machine learning technique to find predictive rules
combining numeric and categorical attributes and classify the unlabeled data according to
these rules (Han et al. 2012). For a labeled dataset including multiple attributes, a
classifier, which is a tree-structure model, will be trained according to the labeled data
and the values of its attributes, so that it can be used to classify the unlabeled data as the
prediction.

Algorithm: Decision tree analysis starts with a labeled dataset (Han et al. 2012) as the
training data, because its classification ability is based on learning from existing labeled
data. A decision tree-based approach is usually applied with either another classification
method to generate a reliable training dataset (labeled data), such as clustering analysis
methods, to segment the objects. Algorithms for decision tree analysis include ID3, C4.5,
CART, CHAID, MARS, RainForest, and BOAT, to name a few (Han et al. 2012).

Applications: Decision tree analysis has been used in various business domains, such as
marketing analysis (Liang, 2009), direct mailing, online sales, customer retention and
supplier selection. For example, Han, et al. (2012) studied customer value, labeled using
formulas, and used decision trees to find and extract important parameters to predict
long-term value. Hsieh and Chu (2009) divided and labeled bank customers into groups
based on customers’ behavior and value using a neural network classification model; a
decision tree analysis is then performed to profile the group of customers, which enabled
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accurate decisions using specific marketing strategies on different groups of customers.
For a survey on some of the studies, please see Han et al. (2012).
5.2.2 Classification with Unbalanced Data

Problems with Traditional Classification Methods: Traditional classification methods
such as decision trees, artificial neural networks (ANN), logistic regression, genetic
algorithms, and support vector machines (SVM) usually expect balanced class
distribution in the training data, when the number of data instances in each class is
roughly the same (Xiao et al., 2012). Though these methods are well developed and have
been successfully applied in many domains, they are not suited for direct application to
unbalanced datasets.

A dataset is unbalanced if the classification categories are not approximately
equally represented, and many difficult real world problems are characterized by
unbalanced data (Chawla, 2005). Due to the infrequent occurrence of the instances of
smaller classes, classification rules which predict the smaller classes will be rare,
undiscovered or even ignored; as a direct consequence, it is inevitable to misclassify
more instances of minority classes to wrong classes than correct ones (Chawla, 2005, Sun
et al. 2009). In real world applications, for a bi-class problem, the ratio of the sample size
of the small class to that of the big class can be as drastic as 1:100, 1:1000, or even bigger
(Chawla et al. 2005). It has shown that in some applications that even a ratio as relatively
small as 1:35 can be inadequate for some classification algorithms to build a satisfactory
model, while in some other cases, even ratios such as 1:10 prove tough to deal with (Joshi
2002).
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5.2.3 Algorithms for Classification with Unbalanced Data

In the recent two decades, a number of solutions have been proposed to the solution of
classification of imbalanced datasets. A summary of these methods was presented in
Weiss (2004) and commonly used solutions include sampling approach and cost-sensitive
approach (Kotsiantis, et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2009).

a) Sampling approach

Sampling is a straightforward method to solve classification problems of unbalanced data
through the construction of a new training dataset in which all classes are well-balanced.
Sampling approaches can either work independently from the classifiers or be integrated
with them, and include under-sampling methods, over-sampling methods, or a
combination of under- and over-sampling methods:


Under-sampling, known as down-sampling or down-sizing, aims to balance class
distribution through reducing the number of data instances of the majority class while
keeping all the minority class instances intact. Under-sampling is very simple to
implement, and by reducing the large number of training instances, it is
computationally very effective. The main drawback of the under-sampling is that
among the removed instances, there may exist potentially useful information which
may be very importance for the induction process. Under-sampling methods include
random under-sampling and direct under-sampling, in which the choice of samples to
remove is informed.
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Yen and Lee (2009) introduced a cluster-based under-sampling method which
reported to outperform other under-sampling methods. Mani and Zhang (2003)
presented four types of under-sampling in which majority instances are selected with
different distance measures to the minority instances. Other well-known undersampling methods include SHRINK (Kubat et al., 1997) and one-sided selection
(OSS) (Kubat & Marwin, 1997), etc.


Over-sampling, known as up-sampling, aims to balance class distribution by
increasing the number of data instances of the minority class and does not lose any
data so that the original data distribution can be preserved. However, since the
balanced training data size becomes larger, the corresponding computation time of the
training process will increase, especially when the imbalanced dataset is already fairly
large. Over-sampling methods generate virtual instances based on a very small class
with limited actual instances; therefore, these virtual instances may provide false
information about actual instances. In addition, noise may be introduced by oversampling if the chosen instances contain noisy data.

Over-sampling techniques include random over-sampling (Wu & Chang, 2003),
cluster-based over-sampling (Jo & Japkowicz, 2004), and synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002). SMOTE is a well-known
method that forms new minority class instances by interpolating between several
minority class instances and is superior to random over-sampling methods.
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b) Cost –Sensitive Approach

A cost-sensitive approach or cost-sensitive learning assumes misclassification costs are
known before hand, it takes the cast matrix into consideration and penalizes
misclassification when building the classification model to generate a model that has the
lowest cost, for examples, please see Turney (2000) and Elkan (2001). In reality, the cost
of misclassification is often unknown and a cost-sensitive classifier may also result in
over-fitting models to the training data (Elkan, 2001).

Cost-sensitive learning approaches are classified into three main categories: 1)
weighting the data space, which is also known as cost-sensitive learning by example
weighting; 2) making a specific classifier learning algorithm cost-sensitive, and 3) using
Bayes’ risk theory to assign each sample to its lowest risk class (Sun et al., 2009). The
methods in the first category is at the data level and the algorithms remain unchanged,
while methods in the second and third category adapt the existing learning algorithms,
making them the algorithm level (Abe et al., 2004).

c) Other Algorithmic Approaches: Beside the above approaches, there exist other
approaches that address the problem of unbalanced data in an algorithmic solution. To
do so, a deeper understating of the corresponding classification algorithm as well as the
application domain is necessary, in particular a complete and comprehensive grasp of
how the skewed class distribution can affect the classification algorithm (Sun et al., 2009).

For example, for association rule mining, multiple support values for different
classes are assigned due to the various occurrences of data instances of each class in the
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training data (Liu et al., 2000). For support vector machines (SVM), different classes can
have different penalty constants (Lin et al. 2002), or the class boundary can be adjusted
based on kernel-alignment ideal (Wu & Chang 2003). For decision trees, proposals to
adjust the tree leaf nodes’ probability estimation (Quinlan, 1991; Zadrozny & Elkan,
2001) and to develop new pruning techniques are reported (Zadrozny & Elkan, 2001).
5.3 An Over-Sampling Approach for Customer Identification
5.3.1 Independent Attributes in Customer Identification
In this study, more than a dozen independent attributes including demographical and
other variables related to grocery shopping patterns are provided by the grocery section
of the Kroger Corp in an effort to match the current Fred Meyer customer characteristics
so as to identify potential customers for jewelry promotion.
These attributes are the best guess at the time of the research, yet unfortunately
customers’ birthdays and marriage anniversaries are not in these attribute sets. The
attributes or variables and their distribution (for numeric variables) are presented below.
Numeric

Attributes:

The numeric attributes

include

SPEND, TOTAL_UNITS,

TOTAL_DATES and AVG_UNIT_PRICE and are specified below with summary statistics
presented in Table 20.
o SPEND: the total spent (in dollars) by the customer in groceries per year.
o UNITS: the total number of items purchased by the customer per year.
o NUM_DATES: the total number of visits of the customer to grocery store(s) per year.
o AVG_UNIT_PRICE: the average price in dollars of grocery items the customer
purchased.
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Table 20: Summary Statistics of Numeric Attributes in Customer Identification
Min

Max

Mean

Median

SPEND

16.32

88,480

5,761

4,759

UNITS

4

37,480

1,809

1,507

NUM_DATES

1

370

104.4

88

0.50

141.40

3.34

3.16

AVG_UNIT_PRICE

Categorical Attributes: The categorical attributes include AGE_RANGE, HSHD_SIZE,
INCOME_CATEGORY, and MARITAL_STATUS and are specified below.

o AGE_RANGE: the customer’s age. There are seven categories and these categories,
with their corresponding customer numbers, are 19-24 (493), 25-34 (3,909), 35-44
(9,429), 45-54 (16,008), 55-64 (17,342), 65-74 (11,013), and 75+ (5,485).
o HSHD_COMPOSITION: household composition of the customer, including 12
different category values. These categories and their corresponding customer numbers
are “ONE ADULT” (387), “ONE ADULT AND CHILDREN” (453), “ONE
FEMALE” (4,351), “ONE FEMALE AND CHILDREN” (3752), “ONE FEMALE
AND ONE MALE” (18838), “ONE FEMALE AND OTHER ADULT” (1217), “ONE
FEMALE ONE OTHER ADULT AND CHILDREN” (1688), “ONE MALE” (2352),
“ONE MALE AND CHILDREN” (1822), “ONE MALE AND OTHER ADULT”
(1101), “ONE MALE ONE FEMALE AND CHILDREN” (26024), “ONE MALE
ONE OTHER ADULT AND CHILDREN” (1576), “TWO ADULTS” (42), and
“TWO ADULTS AND CHILDREN” (76).
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o HSHD_SIZE: the customer’s household size. There are six categories and these
categories with their corresponding customer numbers are 1 (4,476), 2 (26,981), 3
(20,137), 4 (7,610), 5(4,221) and 5+ (254).
o INCOME_CATEGORY: the customer’s annual income. There are six categories, and
these categories with their corresponding customer numbers are 100-150K (7,358),
150K+ (5,418), 35-49K (4,506), 4(7,610), 50-74K (23,175), 75-99K (17,694), and
UNDER 35K (5,528).
o MARITAL_STATUS: the customer’s marital status. There are 47,822 married
customers and 15,857 single customers.
o SEG_LOYALTY: the customer’s loyalty segmentation code assigned by Kroger Co.,
including 40,190 LO customers, 3,321 LP customers, and 20,168 OP customers.
o SEG_LIFSTYLE: the customer’s life style segmentation code assigned by Kroger Co.
There are seven categories, and these categories with their corresponding customer
numbers are CH (6,500), FF (13,637), FI (7,701), GG (4,241), SB (7,185), TH
(18,027), and WW (6,388).
o SEG_PRICESENSE: the customer’s price sensitivity code assigned by Kroger Co.
There are four categories, and these categories with their corresponding customer
numbers are LPS (13,522), PS (28,767), SS (8,079), and VPS (13,311).

5.3.2 Methodology for Customer Identification

In this study, the problem of predicting new jewelry customers is considered as the binary
classification. The predictive model of customer buying behavior is comprised of three
steps: customer segmentation, over-sampling and decision tree procedures – first, existing
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customers are segmented into and labeled as buyer and non-buyer classes in the training
dataset; second, a random over-sampling approach is applied to rebalance the class
distribution; finally, a decision tree model is trained to predict the new customers.
5.3.2.1 Customer Segmentation

The objective of customer segmentation is to separate existing customers into groups
such as VIP and non-VIP so as to find the common attributes within each groups. In
customer relationship management applications, it is common to use recency, frequency,
and monetary related attributes to differentiate customers; however, because the objective
is to identify customers who have not made a purchase before, the recency attribute does
not play a role here, despite being very important in targeting existing customers, as seen
in previous chapters.

In this study, the frequency (number of visits) and total profit (in dollars) for each
customer during the entire transaction history are originally extracted as numerical
attributes. Due to the skewed distribution of the number of purchases as shown in Table 2,
the attribute frequency is converted into categorical values, i.e., customers who purchase
only once are labeled as L (low), twice as M (medium), and three or more than three
times as H (high). Similarly, profit is converted into categorical by sorting all existing
customers’ total profit in descending order and labeling the top 25% as H (high), the
lowest 25% as L (low), and the remaining 50% in the middle as M (medium). The split
values of profit between High and Medium as well as between Medium and Low are
$206.92 and $39.99, respectively. The numbers of customers in each category of these
two attributes are shown in Table 21.
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Table 21: Customer Number Distribution of Profit and Frequency
Category

High

Medium

Low

Frequency

255,012

396,776

2,354,620

Profit

751,604

1,505,874

748,930

According to the combination of categorical attributes frequency and profit, the
entire customer population can be divided into 9 segments (classes) as shown in Table 22.
In order to maximize ROI with a limited campaign budget, new customers who are more
likely to purchase or visit should be targeted, therefore customers who are labeled as low
in either profit or frequency are excluded. This leaves customers in the top 4 upper-right
corners, i.e., High-Profit-High-Frequency (HH), High-Profit-Medium-Frequency (HM),
Medium-Profit-High-Frequency (MH), and Medium-Profit-Medium-Frequency (MM).
These 4 sections are labeled as “buyers” (bolded) and the remaining 5 segments are
labeled as “non-buyers”.
Table 22: Customer Numbers of Segments
Profit
High

Frequency

Medium

Low

High

190,404

62,104

2,504

Medium

172,472

199,407

24,897

Low

388,728

1,244,363

721,529
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5.3.2.2 Over-Sampling Approach

It should be noticed that, among 3 million total existing customers, there are only
624,387 top 4 customers (buyers), a little less than 21% of the total population, leaving
the remaining 79% as non-buyers. Nevertheless, not every customer has valid
demographical attributes – in fact, there are only 56,527 customers with demographical
information. The distribution of the customer segment with demographic data is shown in
Table 23.
Table 23: Customer Class Number before Sampling
Class

HH

HM

MH

MM

Non-buyer

Customer Number

9,006

3,145

3,969

6,320

34,187

Customer Percentage

15.9%

5.4%

7%

11.2%

60.5%

A random over-sampling approach is implemented to solve this classification
problem with unbalanced data. Specifically, all four minority (buyer) classes are oversampled so that the number of instances in each class is increased to equal the majority
class; each class has roughly 34,147 instances after over-sampling.

The random-oversampling approach can be stated as follows:
Random Over-Sampling Algorithm
Input: The original unbalanced dataset M
Output: A balanced dataset N
1. Generate unique class list L
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2. Find the majority class K and number of instance in K, nk
3. N ← ∅
4. for i ∈ L
5.

if

i is the majority class, combine class of i, M[i], with N

6.

else find the number of instance in current class M[i], n
𝑛𝑘

7.

find the quotient A and reminder B of arithmetic

8.

duplicate M[i] A times and combine with randomly selected B instances

9.

combine

10.

𝑛

End if

11. End for

5.3.2.3 Customer Classification

A decision tree model (C4.5 algorithm, with J48 as its Java implementation) is trained
with the balanced training dataset for the new customer prediction. The decision tree
model over the training data shows that 167,880 (98.21%) instances are correctly
classified and the number of incorrectly classified instances is only 3,055, 1.79% of total.
The detailed confusion matrix is shown in Table 24.
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Table 24: Confusion Matrix for Decision Tree Model
HH

HM

MH

MM

Non-buyer

HH

33636

173

148

182

48

HM

0

34187

0

0

0

MH

16

34

34137

0

0

MM

45

53

146

33938

5

916

298

386

605

31982

Non-buyer

5.3.3 Decision Tree Results
The size of the decision tree trained with the full dataset has more than four thousand
leaves, and is hard to present visually. In order to demonstrate the decision tree, a subset
of data instances is chosen to train a smaller decision tree for illustration purpose.
The subset of data contains 170 data instances (customers), including 46 HH, 32
HM, 33 MH, 33 MM, and 26 customers (labeled as “Non-buyer”). The decision tree
results showed that 161 (94.7%) data instances are correctly classified and only 9 (5.3%)
customers are classified incorrectly. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 25.
Table 25: Confusion Matrix for Demostration Decision Tree Model
HH

HM

MH

MM

Non-buyer

HH

44

0

1

1

0

HM

0

30

0

0

2

MH

0

0

32

1

0

MM

0

0

0

33

0
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Non-buyer

2

1

1

0

22

The decision tree results show that income level (INCOME_CATEGORY), age
(AGE_RANGE), and marital status (MARITAL_STATUS) have significant impact and
are the key factors in deciding jewelry purchases. Here, several decision rules are shown
to demonstrate the characteristics of high profit customers (labeled in 1HH and 1HM),
medium profit customers (labeled in 1MH and 1MM), and customers who may be either
low profit or low frequency (labeled in 2, or non-buyers in the above table), respectively.
These rules are organized as High Profit Customers, Medium Profit Customers, and Low
Profit or Low Frequency Customers, shown below.

o High Profit Customers:
AGE_RANGE = 25-34 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K: 1HH (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 25-34 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K | SPEND > 323.67: 1HH
(2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+ | SPEND > 7898.92: 1HH
(1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2:
1HH (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 45-54 | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3 | UNITS <= 2757 |
INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K | NUM_DATES <= 87: 1HH (3.0)
AGE_RANGE = 55-64 | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | INCOME_CATEGORY =
150K+ | NUM_DATES > 135 | SPEND <= 7893.83: 1HH (2.0)
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AGE_RANGE = 55-64 | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | INCOME_CATEGORY =
50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2| SPEND > 5196.16: 1HH (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 65-74 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| SPEND > 2012.15: 1HH (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 65-74 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+ | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 |
SPEND > 8413.89: 1HM (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 75+ | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | INCOME_CATEGORY =
50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1HM (1.0)

o Medium Profit Customers:
AGE_RANGE = 25-34 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K | MARITAL_STATUS =
MARRIED: 1MH (3.0/1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 |
SPEND > 3166.99 | SPEND <= 6973.79: 1MH (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3 |
SPEND > 7088.48: 1MH (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 45-54 | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 3.476453 |
AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 2.438689: 1MM (6.0/1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 45-54 | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3 | UNITS > 2757 | SPEND > 9711.61
| SPEND <= 16702.78: 1MH (4.0)
AGE_RANGE = 55-64 | MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1 |
SPEND <= 2231.4: 1MH (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 65-74 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K | UNITS <= 1739
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| MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | SPEND <= 4991.4: 1MM (4.0/1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 65-74 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE =
3: 1MH (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 75+ | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | INCOME_CATEGORY =
50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 | SPEND <= 4633.65: 1MH (2.0)

o Low Profit or Low Frequency Customers:
AGE_RANGE = 25-34 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K | SPEND > 5968.04: 2 (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE =
3 | SPEND <= 7053.98: 2 (1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 45-54 | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 3.476453 |
MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | UNITS <= 1369: 2 (2.0)
AGE_RANGE = 55-64 | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED | INCOME_CATEGORY =
75-99K | SPEND <= 6394.57 | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 4.488454: 2 (4.0/1.0)
AGE_RANGE = 65-74 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2 |
SPEND <= 5423.51 | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 4.109915: 2 (4.0/1.0)

Explanation and Insight: Two rules are quite interesting to look at.
Rule 1: AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+ | SPEND > 7898.92:
1HH (1.0)
Rule 2: AGE_RANGE = 35-44 | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3 | SPEND <= 7053.98: 2 (1.0)
The first rule states that customers in age group (AGE_RANGE = 35-44) with an
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income of more than $150,000 per year (INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+), and with
annual grocery spending of more than $7,898 (SPEND > 7898.92) are likely to be high
profit and high frequency customers (HH). The second rule states that customers in the
same group (AGE_RANGE = 35-44) with an income of $50,000 to $75,000 per year
(INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K), a household size of three (HOUSEHOLD_SIZE =
3), with annual grocery spending of less than $7,053.98 (SPEND <= 7053.98) are,
nevertheless, likely to be low profit and low frequency customers (LL).

Insights: Though both customers belong to the same age group, it can be seen that
customers could fall into different purchase categories based on their income and marital
status. High incomes give customers extra financial freedom to purchase jewelry,
potentially more frequently. The birth of a baby could potentially divert financial
resources to providing for the baby, thus dramatically reducing the chance to buy jewelry
– a discretionary purchase. This also explains why most customers are aged 45 or above –
when the kids are out of the nest, these customers may have less pressure on their
household when compared to younger age groups, and as such, they have more financial
capability to purchase during holidays, personal events, or marketing campaigns.

Implementation: This approach is applied to support the FMJ market campaigns; the
redemption rate, however, was much lower, usually around 0.5%. This could be partially
attributed to the fact that it is more difficult to attract a new customer than to retain an old
customer, but also the lack of potential attributes such as birthdays, anniversaries etc.
Though these hidden attributes could be reflected or mined in the time distribution in
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sequential patterns, there attributes are not available to the retailers, thus giving mixed
results in customer identification.
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CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

Direct marketing is one of the most effective and measurable marketing methods that
targets a selected group of customers, and is widely adopted by companies in the jewelry
sector. These companies send millions of coupons, mailers, and product catalogs to
selected customers each year to promote their products. A key to direct marketing is
predicting what and when customers are going to purchase next. However, jewelry
customers make only limited number of purchases at holidays or special times such as
anniversaries – these data nevertheless are not necessarily available to the retailers.

Data mining and optimization techniques are employed in this research to find the
right customers at the right time to optimize revenue subject to market budget limitations.
A time-sensitive sequential pattern-based approach is designed to dynamically calculate
the expected market value of each customer for each of the future campaigns. This is
achieved through the analysis of the purchase probability and potential profit. An
optimization model is developed that finds the right marketing budget over multiple
events/campaigns over the entire fiscal year to maximize the return on investment. The
model is composed of several components, including sequential pattern mining based on
customers’ historical transactions, generating pattern-based conditional purchase
probability, calculating customer purchase probability according to both previous and
expected future purchase time, and predicting customer market value from purchase
probabilities and estimated profit. Advanced algorithms have been developed to take the
mined sequential patterns as the input and to deliver more accurate solutions to fulfill the
business needs of Fred Meyer Jewelers.
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The methodology has provided an effective, accurate and rationalized system to
select customers for promotion mailers and has dramatically increased customer
redemption rate. From 2013 to 2015, this approach increased annual revenue by 33%,
transaction numbers by 37%, and customer response rate by 177%, while costing only
half of the marketing budget.

The research extends to customer identification through customer segmentation;
classification with unbalanced data through decision trees and over-sampling achieved
moderate success, partly due to the unavailability of attributes to record customer special
times such as birthdays and anniversaries. Though these hidden attributes could be mined
through sequential patterns for existing customers, these transactions do not yet exist for
potential new customers.

Further research in customer segmentations for customer identification and to
incorporate customer demographic information into sequential pattern mining could help
to make more accurate predictions on when and what customers would purchase in future
campaigns and are currently being conducted.
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Appendix A: Sequential Patterns
This appendix gives all sequential patterns that have a support value greater than 0.001.
Table 26: List of Sequential Patterns
ruleID sequence

support

1 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.023

2 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.010

3 WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH only

0.009

4 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR

0.009

5 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-COLOR

0.009

6 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.008

7 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR

0.007

8 COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.007

9 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.006

10 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.006

11 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-COLOR

0.006

12 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.006

13 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.005

14 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.005

15 COL-COLOR=>WAT-WATCH only

0.005

16 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-COLOR

0.005

17 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-COLOR

0.005

18 COL-PEARL=>COL-COLOR

0.005
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19 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.005

20 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.005

21 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.005

22 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-COLOR

0.004

23 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>COL-COLOR

0.004

24 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

25 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

26 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.004

27 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-COLOR

0.004

28 WAT-WATCH only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

29 COL-RUBY=>COL-COLOR

0.004

30 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.004

31 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>WAT-WATCH only

0.004

32 COL-COLOR=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.004

33 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.004

34 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.004

35 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.004

36 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

37 COL-PEARL=>COL-PEARL

0.004

38 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

39 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.004

40 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.004

41 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>WAT-WATCH only

0.003
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42 GOL-CHAIN=>COL-COLOR

0.003

43 BRI-BRIDAL only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

44 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.003

45 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

46 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

47 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>WAT-WATCH only

0.003

48 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.003

49 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>COL-COLOR

0.003

50 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.003

51 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>COL-COLOR

0.003

52 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>COL-COLOR

0.003

53 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.003

54 COL-COLOR=>COL-PEARL

0.003

55 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.003

56 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.003

57 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.003

58 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.003

59 BRI-ANNIV=>COL-COLOR

0.003

60 COL-COLOR=>COL-AMETHYST

0.003

61 BRI-BRIDAL only=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.003

62 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.003

63 BRI-BRIDAL only=>WAT-WATCH only

0.003

64 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.003
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65 GOL-CHAIN=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.003

66 COL-PEARL=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.003

67 COL-COLOR=>COL-RUBY

0.003

68 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-CHAIN

0.003

COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL69 COLOR

0.003

70 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

71 WAT-WATCH BANDS=>WAT-WATCH BANDS

0.003

72 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.003

73 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-ANNIV

0.003

74 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.003

75 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.003

76 BRI-BRIDAL only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.003

77 COL-SAPPHIRE=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.003

78 COL-SAPPHIRE=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.003

79 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

80 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-PEARL

0.002

81 COL-COLOR=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.002

82 COL-COLOR=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.002

83 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

84 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-AMETHYST

0.002

85 COL-SAPPHIRE=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

86 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-

0.002
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GOLD FASHION
87 COL-OPAL=>COL-COLOR

0.002

88 COL-COLOR=>GOL-CHAIN

0.002

89 MIS-MISC=>COL-COLOR

0.002

90 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

91 COL-COLOR=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.002

92 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

93 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>GOL-CHAIN

0.002

94 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

95 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

96 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>GOL-CHAIN

0.002

97 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

98 COL-COLOR=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

99 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

100 GOL-CHAIN=>GOL-CHAIN

0.002

101 COL-RUBY=>COL-RUBY

0.002

102 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.002

103 BRI-BRIDAL only=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

104 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

105 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.002

106 COL-PEARL=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

107 COL-COLOR=>MIS-MISC

0.002

108 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002
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109 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.002

110 BRI-ANNIV=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.002

111 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.002

112 COL-PEARL=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

113 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

114 GOL-CHAIN=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

115 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

116 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

117 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.002

118 COL-SAPPHIRE=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

119 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

120 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

121 COL-PEARL=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

122 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL123 COLOR

0.002

124 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-PEARL

0.002

125 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH
126 only

0.002

127 COL-COLOR=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.002

128 GOL-CHAIN=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

129 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002
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130 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

131 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-PEARL

0.002

132 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

133 COL-RUBY=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

134 DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC=>COL-COLOR

0.002

135 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.002

136 GOL-CHAIN=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

137 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

138 WAT-WATCH only=>GOL-CHAIN

0.002

139 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

140 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-PEARL

0.002

141 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-RUBY

0.002

142 BRI-BRIDAL only=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

143 COL-AMETHYST=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

144 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-RUBY

0.002

145 COL-RUBY=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

146 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

147 COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR

0.002

148 COL-RUBY=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

149 BRI-ANNIV=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

150 WAT-WATCH only=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

151 COL-RUBY=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

152 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.002
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153 BRI-ANNIV=>BRI-ANNIV

0.002

154 COL-SAPPHIRE=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

155 WAT-WATCH only=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.002

156 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

157 BRI-ANNIV=>WAT-WATCH only

0.002

158 GOL-MISC=>COL-COLOR

0.002

159 COL-PEARL=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

160 BRI-ANNIV=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

161 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-AMETHYST

0.002

162 COL-AMETHYST=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

163 COL-AMETHYST=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

164 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002

165 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

166 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

167 COL-PEARL=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

168 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

169 BRI-BRIDAL only=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.002

170 BRI-ANNIV=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

171 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

172 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-AMETHYST

0.002

173 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-AMETHYST

0.002

174 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.002

175 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.002
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176 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

177 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.002

178 COL-COLOR=>COL-OPAL

0.002

179 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-RUBY

0.002

180 COL-PEARL=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.002

181 COL-SAPPHIRE=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.002

182 COL-COLOR=>BRI-ANNIV

0.002

183 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.002

184 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.002

185 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.002

186 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.002

187 COL-PERIDOT=>COL-COLOR

0.002

188 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-RUBY

0.002

GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD
189 FASHION

0.002

190 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-PEARL

0.002

191 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-PEARL

0.002

192 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.002

193 GOL-CHAIN=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.002

194 COL-MISC SEMI=>COL-COLOR

0.001

195 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.001

196 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

197 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.001
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198 WAT-WATCH only=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.001

199 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.001

200 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

201 COL-COLOR=>GOL-MISC

0.001

202 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

203 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.001

204 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

205 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.001

206 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

207 COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-COLOR

0.001

208 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

209 COL-AMETHYST=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

210 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.001

211 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

212 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

213 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

214 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>GOL-CHAIN

0.001

215 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.001

216 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.001

217 COL-RUBY=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

218 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

219 WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH BANDS

0.001

220 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001
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221 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

222 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

223 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

224 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>MIS-MISC

0.001

225 COL-COLOR=>WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR

0.001

226 MIS-MISC=>MIS-MISC

0.001

227 BRI-ANNIV=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

228 DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.001

229 DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.001

230 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.001

COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL231 COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

232 GOL-MISC=>GOL-MISC

0.001

233 COL-RUBY=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

234 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

235 COL-EMERALD=>COL-COLOR

0.001

236 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>DIA-DIA FASHION only

0.001

237 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

238 WAT-WATCH only=>WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR

0.001

239 BRI-BRIDAL only=>BRI-BRIDAL BAND

0.001

240 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

241 WAT-WATCH only=>MIS-MISC

0.001

242 BRI-BRIDAL BAND=>COL-COLOR

0.001
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COL-COLOR=>GOL-GOLD FASHION=>GOL-GOLD
243 FASHION

0.001

244 WAT-WATCH only=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

245 DIA-DIA FASHION only=>MIS-MISC

0.001

246 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

247 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

248 COL-AMETHYST=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL249 COLOR

0.001

250 COL-COLOR=>COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-COLOR

0.001

251 BRI-BRIDAL only=>GOL-CHAIN

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION
252 PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.001

253 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>MIS-MISC

0.001

254 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

255 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.001

256 COL-GARNET=>COL-COLOR

0.001

257 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-RUBY

0.001

258 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.001

259 DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND

0.001

260 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

261 COL-SAPPHIRE=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

262 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-PEARL

0.001
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263 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-RUBY

0.001

264 COL-BLUE TOPAZ=>COL-RUBY

0.001

265 COL-OPAL=>COL-OPAL

0.001

266 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

267 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-PEARL

0.001

268 COL-RUBY=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

269 COL-PEARL=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

270 COL-ALTERNATIVE=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.001

271 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

272 COL-AMETHYST=>COL-PEARL

0.001

273 COL-PEARL=>COL-RUBY

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION
274 PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION PEND

0.001

GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR=>COL275 COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION EAR,DIA-DIA FASHION
276 PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.001

277 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

278 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

279 BRI-ANNIV=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

280 COL-PEARL=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

281 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>BRI-BRIDAL only

0.001

282 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.001
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283 GOL-CHAIN=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

284 DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

285 GOL-CHAIN=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.001

286 COL-RUBY=>COL-AMETHYST

0.001

287 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-RUBY

0.001

288 BRI-ANNIV=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.001

289 WAT-WATCH only=>COL-COLOR=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

290 BRI-BRIDAL only=>COL-ALTERNATIVE

0.001

291 COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-SAPPHIRE=>COL-COLOR

0.001

292 COL-PEARL=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

293 COL-AMETHYST=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

294 COL-COLOR=>COL-TANZANITE

0.001

295 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>GOL-CHAIN

0.001

296 BRI-ANNIV=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

297 GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.001

298 MIS-MISC=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

299 WAT-WATCH BANDS=>WAT-WATCH only

0.001

300 MIS-MISC=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION only=>DIA-DIA FASHION
301 PEND=>COL-COLOR

0.001

302 WAT-WATCH BANDS=>COL-COLOR

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>DIA-DIA FASHION
303 only=>COL-COLOR

0.001
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304 COL-RUBY=>COL-PEARL

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION only=>GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL305 COLOR

0.001

306 COL-RUBY=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

307 GOL-CHAIN=>COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR

0.001

308 COL-COLOR,GOL-GOLD FASHION=>COL-COLOR

0.001

309 GOL-CHAIN=>COL-SAPPHIRE

0.001

310 COL-OPAL=>GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.001

DIA-DIA FASHION PEND=>COL-COLOR=>DIA-DIA
311 FASHION PEND

0.001

312 DIA-DIA FASHION RING=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.001

313 COL-SAPPHIRE=>STU-STUD EARRINGS

0.001

GOL-GOLD FASHION=>DIA-DIA FASHION only=>COL314 COLOR

0.001

315 BRI-BRIDAL MENS BAND=>DIA-DIA FASHION EAR

0.001

316 WAT-WATCH only=>DIA-DIA FASHION BRAC

0.001

317 GOL-CHAIN=>COL-PEARL

0.001

318 COL-COLOR=>COL-COLOR,GOL-GOLD FASHION

0.001

319 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>BRI-ANNIV

0.001

320 COL-RUBY=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001

321 STU-STUD EARRINGS=>DIA-DIA FASHION RING

0.001

322 DIA-DIA FASHION EAR=>COL-BLUE TOPAZ

0.001
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Appendix B: Monthly Distribution for Sequential Pattern with Yearly Spikes

This appendix gives the monthly distribution of a sequential pattern with yearly spikes.
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Appendix C: Decision Tree Structure for Customer Identification
This appendix gives complete decision trees for demo Fred Meyer Jewelry customers.
AGE_RANGE = 19-24: 1MM (1.0)

AGE_RANGE = 25-34
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K: 1HH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K
| | SPEND <= 5968.04: 1MH (1.0)
| | SPEND > 5968.04: 2 (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED: 1MH (3.0/1.0)
| | MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE
| | | SPEND <= 4357.48: 2 (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 4357.48: 1MM (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | SPEND <= 323.67: 1MM (1.0)
| | SPEND > 323.67: 1HH (2.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K: 1MH (4.0/1.0)
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AGE_RANGE = 35-44
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K: 2 (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+
| | SPEND <= 7898.92: 1MH (1.0)
| | SPEND > 7898.92: 1HH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K: 1MH (2.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | SPEND <= 3166.99: 1HH (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 3166.99
| | | | SPEND <= 6973.79: 1MH (2.0)
| | | | SPEND > 6973.79: 1MM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3
| | | SPEND <= 7053.98: 2 (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 7053.98: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 5: 1MH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2: 1HH (2.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3
| | | SPEND <= 7088.48: 1HH (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 7088.48: 1MH (2.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 4
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| | | SPEND <= 4357.48: 1MM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 4357.48: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 5
| | | SPEND <= 12169.92: 1HM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 12169.92: 1MM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 5+: 1HH (0.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K
| | SPEND <= 3487.46: 1HM (1.0)
| | SPEND > 3487.46: 1MM (1.0)

AGE_RANGE = 45-54
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K: 1HH (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | | SPEND <= 5326.05: 2 (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 5326.05: 1MM (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K: 1HM (1.0)
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 3.476453
| | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 2.438689: 1HH (2.0)
| | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 2.438689: 1MM (6.0/1.0)
| | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 3.476453
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED
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| | | | UNITS <= 1369: 2 (2.0)
| | | | UNITS > 1369: 1HM (1.0)
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE: 1HH (3.0)
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3
| | UNITS <= 2757
| | | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K
| | | | SPEND <= 2048.38: 2 (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 2048.38: 1HH (1.0)
| | | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+: 1HM (1.0)
| | | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | | | SPEND <= 4813.49
| | | | | SPEND <= 2188.19: 1MH (1.0)
| | | | | SPEND > 2188.19: 2 (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 4813.49: 1HH (2.0)
| | | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | | | NUM_DATES <= 87: 1HH (3.0)
| | | | NUM_DATES > 87: 1MH (1.0)
| | | INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K: 2 (1.0)
| | UNITS > 2757
| | | SPEND <= 9711.61: 1MM (2.0)
| | | SPEND > 9711.61
| | | | SPEND <= 16702.78: 1MH (4.0)
| | | | SPEND > 16702.78: 1HM (1.0)
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| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 4
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED
| | | | SPEND <= 3166.99: 1MM (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 3166.99: 1MH (1.0)
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE: 1HH (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+: 1HM (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K: 1MM (2.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | | SPEND <= 10653.82: 1HM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 10653.82: 1HH (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K: 1MH (1.0)
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 5
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K: 1HM (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | | SPEND <= 6868.01
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 4.056538: 1HH (2.0)
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 4.056538: 2 (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 6868.01: 1MM (1.0)
| HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 5+: 1HH (1.0)
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AGE_RANGE = 55-64
| MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2: 1HH (1.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3
| | | | SPEND <= 7053.98: 1HM (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 7053.98: 1MM (2.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+
| | | NUM_DATES <= 135: 1HM (2.0)
| | | NUM_DATES > 135
| | | | SPEND <= 7893.83: 1HH (2.0)
| | | | SPEND > 7893.83: 2 (2.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K
| | | SPEND <= 15676.22: 1HM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 15676.22: 1HH (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | | SPEND <= 5196.16
| | | | | SPEND <= 3300.54: 1MM (1.0)
| | | | | SPEND > 3300.54: 2 (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 5196.16: 1HH (3.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1HM (1.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 4
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| | | | SPEND <= 5196.16: 2 (1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 5196.16: 1MM (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | | SPEND <= 6394.57
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 4.488454: 2 (4.0/1.0)
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 4.488454: 1MM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 6394.57: 1HH (4.0/1.0)
| MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1
| | | SPEND <= 2231.4: 1MH (2.0)
| | | SPEND > 2231.4
| | | | NUM_DATES <= 173: 1HM (2.0)
| | | | NUM_DATES > 173: 1MM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | SPEND <= 8974.52: 1MM (2.0)
| | | SPEND > 8974.52: 1MH (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1HM (3.0/1.0)

AGE_RANGE = 65-74
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 100-150K
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | SPEND <= 2012.15: 1HM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 2012.15: 1HH (1.0)
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| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1MH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 150K+
| | SPEND <= 8413.89: 1MM (1.0)
| | SPEND > 8413.89: 1HM (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K: 1MH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | SPEND <= 5423.51
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE <= 4.109915: 2 (4.0/1.0)
| | | | AVG_UNIT_PRICE > 4.109915: 1HH (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 5423.51: 1MH (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 4: 1HH (1.0)
| INCOME_CATEGORY = 75-99K
| | UNITS <= 1739
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED
| | | | SPEND <= 4991.4: 1MM (4.0/1.0)
| | | | SPEND > 4991.4: 1HH (1.0)
| | | MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE: 1HH (2.0/1.0)
| | UNITS > 1739
| | | SPEND <= 7588.91: 2 (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 7588.91: 1MH (1.0)
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| INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1: 1HM (1.0)
| | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | SPEND <= 2231.4: 1MM (1.0)
| | | SPEND > 2231.4: 1HH (1.0)

AGE_RANGE = 75+
| MARITAL_STATUS = MARRIED
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 35-49K: 1MH (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = 50-74K
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 1: 1HM (0.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 2
| | | | SPEND <= 4633.65: 1MH (2.0)
| | | | SPEND > 4633.65: 1HH (1.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 3: 1HM (1.0)
| | | HOUSEHOLD_SIZE = 4: 1HM (1.0)
| | INCOME_CATEGORY = UNDER 35K
| | | NUM_DATES <= 54: 1HM (1.0)
| | | NUM_DATES > 54: 1HH (2.0)
| MARITAL_STATUS = SINGLE
| | SPEND <= 3738.76: 1MM (1.0)
| | SPEND > 3738.76: 1HM (1.0)
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Appendix D: Outstanding Achievement Award
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Appendix E: Examples of Customer Estimated Market Values
Table 27: Examples of Customer Estimated Market Values over 12 Months
CustID

16-07

16-08

16-09

16-10

16-11

16-12

17-01

17-02

17-03

58228

$ 22.52

$ 18.68

$ 17.81

$ 16.01

$ 28.66

$ 40.44

$ 15.18

$ 15.01 $

479650

$ 18.94

$ 17.20

$ 14.10

$ 13.23

$ 15.59

$ 39.62

$ 28.40

$ 17.08

9.94

17-04

17-05

17-06

$ 12.45

$ 14.70

$ 10.74

$ 13.42 $

9.79

$ 17.55 $

9.96

573448 $

3.62 $

3.21 $

2.65 $

2.91 $

2.74 $

7.14 $

6.32 $

7.39 $

4.65 $

2.41 $

3.72 $

1.94

591995 $

3.59 $

2.67 $

5.23 $

5.17 $

6.37 $

4.95 $

3.32 $

2.65 $

2.01 $

2.46 $

2.06 $

1.58

1078537 $

0.09 $

0.03 $

0.06 $

0.07 $

0.08 $

0.12 $

0.02 $

0.05 $

0.02 $

0.02 $

0.03 $

0.01

$ 20.67 $

9.50

1259942

$ 21.51

$ 16.92

$ 14.69

$ 14.33

$ 14.78

$ 32.07

$ 28.17

$ 13.05

$ 15.57 $

1270865 $

8.29 $

6.22 $

6.18 $

5.29 $

6.02

1682264 $

1.20 $

1.23 $

0.99 $

0.99 $

1.67 $

2374550

$ 11.47

2781336 $
2797039

$ 10.22

2.82 $

$ 15.76

$ 10.04 $

2.88 $

$ 13.25

2.68 $

$ 10.56

9.31

$ 15.39

2.55 $

$ 10.49

4.62

$ 22.37

3.91 $

$ 36.15

$ 24.71
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$ 14.52 $

9.47

5.45 $

9.25 $

4.19 $

9.75 $

5.39

2.73 $

0.70 $

0.83 $

1.20 $

0.55

$ 15.24 $

8.25 $

7.98 $

9.07 $

6.22

2.08 $

3.33 $

1.62

$ 10.13 $

8.98 $

9.98

1.13 $

$ 10.11

$ 21.84 $

$ 14.47

3.37 $

5.06 $

2.05 $

$ 10.29 $

9.34 $

7.71

